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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Irrigated agriculture has played a critical role in the growth and development of 

the agricultural sector ki the U.S. Irrigated cropland accounts for about 12 percent of the 

total agricultural cropland acreage, but accounts for more than 30 percent of total output 

value (Segana and Feng, 1992). Smce the kitroduction of irrigated agriculmre ui the 

U.S., irrigated cropland acreage has increased significantly. In 1900, less than one percent 

of the agricultural cropland acreage was irrigated. In 1949, irrigated cropland acreage 

accounted for 25 mdhon acres, and increased to approximately 50 milhon acres by 1978. 

A dechne in irrigated cropland acreage has been experienced since that time. Recent 

information kidicates that national krigated cropland acreage is at approximately 45 

mdhon acres (National Research Councd, 1989). 

In the Texas High Plains, krigated agriculmre started to expand after World War 

II. In 1949, there were about 3.1 milhon irrigated cropland acres in the Texas High Plains. 

By 1974, this figure had reached 8.6 milhon acres. By 1992, however, k had decreased to 

approximately 6.9 mdhon acres. Cunently, this accounts for almost 15 percent of the 

total irrigated cropland acreage in the U.S. This decline in irrigated cropland acreage ki 

the Texas High Plains came as a resuh of the overdraft of the Ogallala Aquifer, withdrawal 

of water is greater than recharge, and the increase in pumping costs associated with this 

overdraft (Feng, 1992). 
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Irrigated agriculture in the U.S. critically depends on ground water sources. 

About two-thirds of the total irrigated acreage in the U.S. utdizes ground water as the 

source of water. In the U.S., fourteen mihion acres of cropland are irrigated in areas 

where ground water aquifers are declining. Of these fourteen milhon acres, Texas 

accounts for about 4 milhon acres (National Research Council, 1989). The majority of 

these acres in Texas are located in the Texas High Plains, where the main source of water 

for irrigation is the Ogallala Aquifer. The Ogallala Aquifer is located in the Great Plains 

and extends from the Texas High Plains and eastem New Mexico, northward through the 

panhandle area of Oklahoma, into westem Kansas and eastem Colorado, to central 

Nebraska. The samrated thickness of the Ogallala Aquifer, which represents the interval 

between the water table of the aquifer and the base of the aquifer, ranges from 0 to 300 

feet. In many areas of the OgaUala Aquifer, mainly ui the southem areas which includes 

the Texas High Plains, the samrated thickness has been significantly reduced as a result of 

continued overdraft (Texas Water Commission, 1989). 

The dramatic expansion of irrigated agriculmre in the Texas High Plains has led to 

the significant depletion of the pre-development water resources available in the southem 

portion of the Ogallala Aquifer. As withdrawal rates exceed recharge rates, the decline of 

the water table is expected to continue over time. Sources of recharge in the Texas High 

Plains portion of the Ogallala Aquifer are limited. It is estimated that the aquifer receives 

as recharge 0.2 uiches of water per year from precipkation. However, artificial recharge 

and irrigation retum water has caused table levels to rise in some areas (Texas Water 

Commission, 1989). It is estimated that in the Texas High Plains area the weighted 
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average water table declined about 10 feet from pre-development to 1980, and about 1.5 

feet from 1980 to 1994 (Dugan and Sharp, 1994). Continued water withdrawal from the 

aquifer at cunent rates will cause the eventual depletion of this finite resource. 

The seriousness of this problem comes from the fact that the Texas High Plains 

economy critically depends on irrigated agricultural production which uses ground water. 

Texas agricultural cash receipts for 1996 were approximately $13 bdhon, of which 41 

percent were from crop production (Texas Agriculmral Statistics, 1996). Thus, the 1996 

estimated cash receipts from field crops production for the state were $5.3 bilhon with an 

estimated total economic impact of $18 bilhon. The value of crop production of the four 

major commodities (cotton, sorghum, com, and wheat) in the Texas High Plakis was $1.9 

bdhon with an estimated total economic impact of $6.5 biUion. Irrigated cropland 

production value of the four major commodkies in the Texas High Plains in 1996 was 

estimated to be $1.6 bilhon with an estimated total economic impact of $5.1 billion. 

Specific Problem 

The cunent state of ground water utilization in the Texas High Plains area is a 

reflection of the combined resuh of cunent economic, social and polkical factors. The 

main reason why ground water resources in the Texas High Plains are being used at a rate 

higher than the natural rate of recharge, is because of the revenues stemming from their 

cunent use being higher than the associated cost of extraction. However, water use in the 

Texas High Plains, given the critical dependence of the regional economy on this resource, 

is an inter-generational issue that must be evaluated in terms of the sustainability of 



agriculmral activities in the long-mn. For this reason, given the cunent state of 

economic, social and polkical factors, the sustainability of this resource needs to be better 

understood, given cunent and expected technological advances ki agriculmral production. 

In particular, advanced irrigation system technology can increase the efficiency of water 

utilization, and thus decrease the amount of water resources needed to produce a crop. 

However, these advanced irrigation system technologies can also induce the transition of 

previously irrigated cropland which is cunently under dryland production practices to 

revert back into krigation (Feng, 1992). 

Another crop production technology that could have significant impacts on the 

sustainabdity of agricultural activities in the Texas High Plains in the long-mn is 

biotechnological advances. This emerging field could have significant impacts on the 

ability to extend the economic hfe of the Ogallala Aquifer in the Texas High Plains. The 

development of crop varieties with high tolerance to water stress can increase crop 

productivity and reduce the amount of water requirements for crop production. 

Objectives 

The general objective of this research is to determine the impact of new crop 

production technologies on the sustamability of agriculmral activities in the Texas High 

Plains. Specific objectives are: 

1. to determine the optimal adoption rates of advanced krigation 

technologies in crop production. 



to determine the impacts of anticipated biotechnological 

developments on crop production and water use, and 

to evaluate the trade-ofif between the adoption of advanced irrigation 

technologies and anticipated biotechnological advances on the sustainability 

of agricultural activities in the Texas High Plains. 



CHAPTER n 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter four areas of literature are reviewed. The common property and the 

temporal nature of water resource allocation are discussed first. Then, smdies relating 

ground water use and irrigation technology adoption are reviewed. Studies dealing with 

the relationships between farming systems sustainabihty and the adoption of irrigation 

technologies and biotechnological advances are discussed in closing section. 

Common Property and Temporal Ahocation of Water Resources 

The OgaUala Aquifer has been mined to the extent that withdrawals exceed 

recharge rates. Renshaw (1963) discussed the problem of the common property nature 

and the misallocation of ground water resources. As users have no incentives to conserve 

water in the aquifers, thek major interest is to maximize their present value of uicome to 

the point that net marginal product equals zero. In the particular case of the Texas High 

Plains, ground water can be said to be a common property resource because users have 

access to the resource without any restrictions. In order to estimate the retums to be 

obtained from a basin-wide management of ground water, Renshaw assumed that optimal 

mining will be determined at the point where the discounted margmal productivity of 

water should equal the discounted marginal cost of extracted ground water. 

Usuig a demand fimction for ground water for the Texas High Plains under these 

assumptions, Renshaw found that a 25 percent reduction in the cunent kicome would 



resuh if pumping is reduced by 50 percent. However, he pouits out that this result would 

be an over estimation of the reduction in income because if pumping is reduced by 50 

percent, then the economic life of underground water supphes would double and in reality 

this wiU lead to an approximate reduction of only 7 percent on cunent income. 

Burt (1964) used an empirical-theoretical model to derive two fimctions, the 

optimal rate of use and the expected present value fiinctions under a sociaUy optimal 

pohcy. He solved the problem of common property by equating the margmal social value 

of water at a specific period of tune, to the marginal social value of water as a stock 

resource in the following period. 

Feinerman and Knapp (1985) used empirical methods to derive the present value 

of aimual net benefits of ground water withdrawals with and without control strategies in 

an area in Cahfomia that was highly dependent on ground water supphes. A system of 

quotas or pump taxes was suggested to achieve efficient ground water use. This study 

showed that ground water users would gain under quotas, but would suffer heavy losses 

under taxes. Also, they found that benefits from management will change as different 

parameters change. Benefits from ground water management were calculated to be $116 

per irrigated acre, which represented a 14 percent increase in net benefits from ground 

water use compared to the condkions under no regulation. 

Nieswiadomy (1985) calculated optunal ground water pumpage by using a 

difference equation to get accurate pumping hfts. The resuhs of this formula and the 

water demand equation were compared to the Gisser-Sanche's mle which states that; "if 

the natural recharge and the slope of the demand curve for ground water are small. 



relative to the area of the aquifer times storativity, and if ground water rights are 

exclusively assigned, then the welfare loss due to the intertemporal misallocation of 

pumping effort is neghgible" (Nieswiadomy, 1985, p.619). This smdy indicated that the 

mle is useful hi examining the divergence m the tune paths of water usage and the 

percentage difference of profits, but may not be accurate for determining the present 

value of the profits in ground water management. The results showed that the benefits 

from ground water management are hkely to be smaU for the Texas High Plains. 

Ground Water Depletion and Irrigation Technology Adoption 

Several smdies have been conducted to evaluate the depletion effect of the 

OgaUala Aquifer on irrigated acreage in the Texas High Plains. Many factors other than 

water depletion can affect the future of irrigation in this area. Increased pumping cost has 

played an important role ui decreasing irrigated acreage m the Texas High Plains. Harris 

(1972) used a study by Hughes and Harman for a twenty-one county area within the 

Southem High Plains of Texas to determine the impact of ground water availabihty 

dechne on the agriculmral sector. A hnear programming model was used to estimate the 

ahocation of ground water supplies in eighty hydrological sub-areas from 1967 to 2015. 

This study indicated that depletion of ground water supply would transfer crop acreage 

from irrigated to dryland production. Irrigated acreage was estimated to dechne from 5.7 

milhon acres in 1967 to 2.4 milhon acres in 2015. 

Feng and Segana (1992) used the probabdity constrakied minimum absolute 

deviation (MAD) modeling approach to estknate the transkion from irrigated to dryland 
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production, and the adoption of new irrigation systems. They estimated that irrigated 

acreage would decrease by 35 percent by the year 2000. Another study conducted in 

1980, forecasted that decline in water table levels of the OgaUala Aquifer wiU make k 

possible to only be able to support 35 to 40 percent of the 1980 irrigated acreage 

(National Research Councd, 1996). 

A reduction in irrigated acreage could have severe economic impacts on the Texas 

economy. Of the $4.8 biUion of cash receipts for crops, fhiks, and vegetables in Texas, 

$2.8 bilhon was from irrigated cropland. If irrigated production of the four major crops 

in the state were to be converted to dryland production, this would reduce annual 

agricultural cash receipts by $500 mihion (Segana and Johnson, 1997). 

Adoption of New Technologies. Water Depletion and 
Agricultural Farming Systems Sustainability 

The majority of the existing irrigation systems in the Texas High Plains are mainly 

surface and sprinkler irrigation. Sprinkler systems include side roll, boom type, center 

pivots, traveling gun and linear move. The low-energy precision application system 

(LEPA) has replaced many of the higher-pressure sprinklers systems (National Research 

Council, 1996). 

Modem irrigation systems conserve water when compared to the conventional 

irrigation technologies. Feng (1992) used a dynamic optimization model to derive the 

efficient path of ground water withdrawals and irrigation technology adoption. The 

krigation technologies included were unproved fiinow, LEPA, and dryland farming. The 



LEPA irrigation system was found to be the most efficient system in all solutions of the 

models evaluated. Feng found that in order to achieve the highest level of retums to 

water, land, management, and risk, more LEPA irrigation systems should be adopted. The 

resuhs showed that the higher the ground water storage is, the higher the level of LEPA 

system adoption would be and that irrigated acreage would increase. Also, Segana, Feng, 

and Lyle (1996) found that the adoption of more efficient irrigation technologies could 

resuh in increased ground water use because there would be incentives to increase 

irrigated acreage. 

Shah, Zilberman, and Chakravorty (1995) used Hotelling's exhaustible resource 

model to choose between two irrigation technologies, modem and traditional. They found 

that given that modem technologies cost more to adopt than traditional ones, this 

precluded adoption. Also, they found that an optimal resource use tax could accelerate 

the diffusion of the conservation technology and reduce the resource depletion caused by 

market failure. At the farm level, Feder (1982) states that the adoption decision of new 

technologies depends on the availabihty of credk. Also, Feder showed that under 

uncertainty and a binding credk constraint, an element of substitutability enters into the 

decision regarding the adoption of the new technologies. 

Qudah (1996) conducted a study to examine the relationship of the socioeconomic 

characteristics of farmers with their adoption of water saving technology in Jordan. He 

concluded that education plays an important role m technology adoption decision making. 

The estabhshment of appropriate institutions to deal with tradable water rights could 

promote economic efficiency in allocating water resources in irrigated agriculture. 
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CasweU and Zilberman (1985) used a logit model to analyze the factors affecting 

land shares of altemative irrigation technologies. They estimated the probability of using 

drip, sprinkler, and surface irrigation systems used by fruk growers in California. The 

resuhs showed that users of modem production technologies are more likely to adopt 

modem krigation technologies. BasicaUy high water costs, the use of ground water, the 

production of nuts, and location were found to increase the probability of using drip and 

sprinkler irrigation. 

Some studies have been conducted to evaluate the impact of adoption of new 

technologies on increasing the life of ground water resources and the impacts on the farm 

economy. However, the matter of how these technologies may affect the sustainability of 

the agricultural systems in Texas High Plains has not been fiilly addressed. Using Batie's 

definition (1989, p. 1084) of sustainable development, sustainable agriculture may be 

defined as: "agricultural practices that pursue economic growth and which are subjected 

to environmental constraints." The sustainabihty of the existing farming systems in the 

Texas High Plains depends mainly on the economic life of the aquifer and the tradeoffs 

between economic and environmental objectives which should be considered by farmers 

and policy makers. 

Application of Advanced Biotechnology and Agricultural 
Farming Systems Sustainability 

Biotechnology is defined as: "An apphed field of science whereby the scientific 

principles are used to discover new methodology and instmmentation to produce new 
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forms of biological entities" (Quaslet,1991, p. 161). The goal of research conducted in 

plant biotechnology is to discover new genetic stocks, including plants, gametes, and 

cloned DNA, for research and plant breeding. Tissue cuhure was the first tool developed 

in plant biotechnology in the 1950s and the 1960s, ten years later gene cloning and 

transformation became conventional techniques (Qualset, 1991). 

Tissue culture permits the cloning of selected and vims free plants, and is an 

essential step in gene manipulation in order to improve plants. By exposing certain cells 

to different conditions, those which are capable to tolerate these unfavorable conditions 

can be selected to produce improved plants. Introduction of DNA into cells to change 

their genetic inheritance was accomphshed successfully. For example, at Calgene 

scientists were able to introduce a gene that gives tobacco some resistance to herbicide 

glyphosate (Abelson, 1987). Another recent success by scientists at Calgene was the 

ability to set out to clone the PG gene from tomato, using recombinant DNA technology. 

The new produced variety (FLAVRSAVR) exhibked improved firmness, better field 

holding qualities, and enhanced quality of ks processed juice (Martineau, 1997). 

Middleton (1997), conducted a smdy to analyze the effects of agricultural plant 

biotechnology on crop production profitabdity with the consideration of risk and 

uncertainty factors. Representative farms from the Northem Plains Region of Texas were 

used to study the effects of stress mitigation on profitabilky and enterprise selection. Four 

crops were used in the study; cotton, grain sorghum, winter wheat and com. The resuhs 

showed that biotechnological advances can be expected to reduce the proportion of 

expected net revenues represented by risk premiums for each sub-region. The resuhs also 
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showed that biotechnology could encourage production of dryland sorghum and cotton at 

the expense of wheat and irrigated sorghum acreage. 

Further research has been conducted to increase the quality and quantity of the 

improved crops. Also, studies have focused on producing msect-resistant plants, 

herbicide- resistant plants and disease-resistant plants. Few research efforts have 

emphasized the efficient use of water by plants. However, protoplast fusion techniques 

may make it possible to give plants more resistance to water stress by the fiision of two 

protoplasts from two different plants that have the desired trak. 

Biotechnology might encourage sustainable agriculture by discovering new uses 

for crops that have been added to rotations in sustainable systems. By discovering new 

crop varieties that can be used in sustainable farming systems, biotechnology will be able 

to achieve this goal only if the overall direction of the agricultural research is changed. 

The direction of the research now may be said to be supportive more of industrial systems 

than sustainable systems. 

Industrial systems taking into account using technology to reduce the role of 

people, and ovemse natural systems. Unlikely sustainable systems might use 

biotechnology to gain a better understanding of natural systems, so that farms can work 

more in accord with nature (Hassebrook,1989). 

The history of biotechnology shows how modem plant breeding tends to reduce 

and modify genetic variability in crops to meet a particular agricuhural management style. 

New cultivares that are more tolerant to different environmental conditions would 

facilkate the estabhshment of sustainable production techniques on a large scale. Genetic 
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manipulation is a powerful tool that can be used to modify plants to fit certain 

management purposes, the question is, can this tool be apphed successflilly to achieve 

sustainability (Haupth and Kats, 1990). 
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CHAPTER HI 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter, the optimality condkions for ground water use under dynamic and 

static assumptions are discussed in the first two sections. In the third section, the 

optknality condkions for ground water use under dynamic assumptions for the case in 

which advanced ground water saving technologies are adopted are derived. 

Ground Water Use Optimahty 

The optimal allocation of a resource occurs when the marginal value of benefits 

from using this resource equals the marginal cost of extracting k. An unportant issue in 

natural resource utilization, and m ground water use in particular, is the consideration of 

time because time is a significant factor in the decision making process. Natural resource 

economics is concerned with the optimal utilization of exhaustible and renewable 

resources. An exhaustible resource is one for which its natural replenishment is so low 

that it does not offer a potential for increasing the stock. A renewable resource may be 

defined as a natural resource for which its natural replenishment augments the flow of the 

resource at a significant rate. 

The physical effects of the cunent utilization of resources on the future condkions 

of resource availabdity are refened to as stock effects. Stock effects may take two forms; 

the increase of cost of extraction as depletion takes place and a reduction in future 

utdization due to a finite limit to the total quantity of the in sku resource. Given that 
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time is a critical factor, the resource allocation criterion used in this situation must be a 

dynamic efficiency criterion. Dynamically efficient allocation includes not only the partem 

of resource use over time and how much of the existing resource should be utUized, but 

also how much of k should be left for the fliture. The dynamically optimal ahocation can 

be obtained by maximizing the present value of a stream of net benefits that are derived 

from ah possible means of ahocation across time periods, given the cunent level of 

technology. The present value criterion adjusts benefits by considering the time value of 

money with an appropriate discount rate. 

As the objective of society is to maximize the net present value of benefits derived 

from resource use, a dynamic optimization model can be illustrated as follows (Feng, 

1992): 

00 Rt 

MaxZ = J { J D(R„t)dR+ A[S,(R,)]- W R, }e" dt (3-1) 
0 0 

Subject to S, = -R, (3-2) 

S , > 0 , R , > 0 , (3-3) 

where: Z is the net present value of benefits associated wkh the utilization of the resource; 

R̂  is the rate of withdrawal of the resource in question at time t; S, is the stock of the 

resource over time; D(R<,t) is the derived demand fimction for the resource, and the area 

under the demand fimction represents the social benefits received, A[S,(Rt)] is the amenity 
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value of the undisturbed stock; W is the unit cost of resource extraction; r is the discount 

rate; and e represents the continuos time discount factor. 

A problem of optimal control theory can be solved by maximizing the Hamihonian 

function, H, at time t. The Hamdtonian fimction is the net social benefit at the instant t 

plus the value of the change in stock valued at the shadow price (or marginal user cost) q,. 

The Hamihonian function for the above problem in (3-1) to (3-3) is: 

Rt 

H = [ I D(R„t)dR + A[S,(Rt)] - WR, ] ^ --̂  - q ^ . (3-4) 

Solving equation (3-4) for the optimal condkions, yields Basic condkion 1 and Basic 

condition 2 of dynamic efficiency. 

Basic Condition 1 states: 

P,.e-^ = aA / aR, e" + W e"'̂  + q,, (3-5) 

and Basic Condition 2 states: 

qt+[Pt-qt] + ^IV5S,= rq, (3-6) 

Where q, is the rate of change of q, over time, and P, is the price of the output. Basic 

condkion 1 characterizes the optimal rate of resource utilization. It states that at any time 

t, resource extraction should be extended to the rate at which the present value of the 

marginal social value of the natural resource (represented by P̂ ) is equal to the sum of the 
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present value of the environmental losses, the present value of marginal extraction cost, 

and the marginal user cost. Basic condkion 1 shows that the optimahty condition is 

essentially where marginal benefits equal marginal costs. The marginal cost is a marginal 

social cost that includes the production, environmental, and user costs. 

Basic condition 2 characterizes the optimal stock of the m sim resource while basic 

condkion 1 characterizes the optimum rate of use of the stock. Basic condition 2 states 

that the size of the stock being left unextracted is optimal when the sum of the increase of 

the shadow price, the increase in future marginal profit of production, and marginal value 

of environmental services equals the social rate of discount, r, times the shadow price (q,). 

In the particular case of ground water allocation over time, the amenity value of 

the ground water stock is usually considered to be zero. In this case, the Basic condkion 

1 becomes: 

Pt.e-'' =W.e-'' +q, . (3-7) 

The optimal ground water extraction, at any point of time, occurs when the present value 

of the marginal benefits equals the present value of the marginal extraction cost plus the 

shadow price or user cost. Basic condkion 2 does not change in the case of ground water 

allocation over time. 

Concept of Marginal User and Its Impact on Ground Water Use 

The stock effect is defined as the physical effects on fiiture conditions of natural 

resource availability, including changed extraction costs and changed limits of the total 

18 
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stock avadable, caused by today's resource extraction. Today's use of the resource results 

in the scarcity of the resource in the fUmre. Scarcity imposes an opportunity cost, which 

is referred to as the user cost of a marginal unit being extracted at any point of time (the 

shadow price, q,, in basic conditions 1 and 2). When the resource is scarce, cunent use 

decreases future opportunities. The optimal rates of ground water use wkh and without 

marginal user cost are shown in Figure 3.1. The dynamically optimal rate of ground water 

use occurs when the marginal benefit equals the dynamically efficient marginal cost 

(MCD), the sum of marginal extraction cost (MEC) and marginal user cost (MUC). This 

equilibrium point is represented by W* and P**. The optimal rate under the static efficiency 

criterion is represented by the equdibrium point at W and P^ where marginal benefit 

equals marginal extraction cost. The static efficient solution, which fails to take into 

account the marginal user cost, causes a greater utdization of water and a smaller than 

efficient amount of the resource to be conserved. 

Model of Optimal Ground Water Depletion wkh the Adoption 

of Production Technologies 

A theoretical dynamic model of optimal ground water minkig for the Texas High 

Plains is developed in this section. The difference of this model from the conventional 

dynamic models for ground water mining discussed above, is that the adoption of new 

production technologies, new irrigation systems and advanced biotechnology in particular, 

is assumed. 
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Price of Water 

P^ 

Demand for Water 
MCD=MEC+MUC 

MCs^MEC 

W^ W Quantity of Water 

Output 

Production Function 

W^ W Quantity of Water 

Figure 3.1. Optimal Rate of Ground Water Use. 
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The total benefits (TB) of ground water utdization in the Texas High Plains are 

expressed as the area under the derived demand curve of ground water. The demand for 

ground water is refened to as a derived demand because k is derived from the water 

demand for irrigated crops. For simphcity only one crop is considered, the total benefit is 

defined as: 

Yt 

TB = jP(Y^dY^ (3-8) 

where P{Y^) is the inverse of the demand function for crop Y, Y, is the output level of 

irrigated crop at time t. Assuming that all other inputs are used at their optimal levels, Y, is 

a function of W^̂ t, crop available water at time t (the portion of ground water pumped that 

reaches the crop root zone): 

Y.= Y(WJ. (3-9) 

Because Yj is a function of W ,̂, the integral in (3-8) represents the total benefit associated 

with the irrigation water level W^̂ t. The amount of water available for the crop is 

determined by the amount of ground water pumped to the surface, the irrigation used. 

Therefore Ŵ^̂  is assumed to be a fimction of Wp̂ , ground water pumped to the surface in 

time period t, and T̂  the new technology. That is : 
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W,,, = W^. (Wp„ TJ, (3-10) 

where Tj represents the level of adoption of new advanced technology at time t, 

substituting equation (3-10) in equation (3-9), Y, can be expressed as: 

Y, =Y[W„(Wp,„ T,)]. (3-11) 

The cost of producing Ŷ  includes the costs of ground water extraction, and the 

costs of new technology adoption and maintenance. The extraction cost (EC) is 

determined by both the amount of ground water pumped (Wpt) and the pumping lift (h,). 

Thus, EC is a function of Wp, and ht, and ht is a state variable representing the depth from 

the surface to the ground water table. That is: 

EC = EC(Wp„ h,). (3-12) 

The total cost of producing Y, can be defined as: 

C = EC(W,„ h,) + P^T, (3-13) 

where Pt is the unit cost associated with the adoption of new technology. Given the total 

benefit [equation (3-8)], and the cost of production [equation (3-13)], net benefit (NB,) 

can be defined as: 

Yt 

J 
0 

NB, = 1 P(Y.)d Y, - EC(Wp„ h.) - PT Tt. (3-14) 
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Thus, the dynamic optimization problem of ground water allocation is one of 

solving the following problem: 

Max Z =Z NB, (1+r)-', (3-15) 

t=o 

subject to : 

h,,i - h, = g(h„ Wp„ T,); (3-16) 

ht=0 = h0 ;and (3-17) 

W_, > 0, T, >0, h, > 0. (3-18) 

Where Z is the net present value of benefit of agricultural production; n is the length of the 

planing horizon; and r is the discount rate. Equation (3-16) is the equation of motion, 

describing the over-time change in pumping hft, Wp„ the amount of ground water pumped 

in time t, and T̂  is the technology method used in tune t. And equation (3-17) represents 

the initial condition of ground water stock. 

The Hamihonian fimction associated with this problem can be written as: 

H= {I P(Y,)d Y, - EC(Wp„, h,) - ?j T, (1+r)-̂  + \ g(h„ Wp„ TJ. (3-19) 
0 
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Where \ is the costate variable, the value of each unit of ground water stock to 

the next time period. The dynamic model formulated above contains two control 

variables, Wp̂ , and T,, one state variable, h,. and one costate variable, \ . The necessary 

conditions for this dynamic optimization problem are obtained by the derivation of the 

Hamihonian with respect to the control, state and costate variables. Substituting equation 

(3-11) kito equation (3-19) and taking the partial derivatives of the Hamihonian function 

with respect to the control variables, the following relationships are obtained: 

aH/aWp, = {P(Y,)(aY/aw^,)(aw3yaWp,)-aEc/aWp,}(i+r)-^+ K^g/dv^,,, (3-20) 

aH/cT,= {ny^XdYJdW^didV^JdJd -PiKl+r)- + A .̂̂ g/aTt, (3-21) 

Setting equations (3-20) and (3-21), equal to zero, the fohowing first-order condkions for 

net present value of benefit maximization are obtained: 

p(Y.)(aY/awj(aw,,/aWp,)(i+r)-' = -^.ag/aWp„ +aEc/aWp, (i+r)-, (3-22) 

P(Y,)(dYJdWJ(dWJdT,)-dP, (l+r)-'+A,.ag/aT,= ?j (l+r)-'. (3-23) 

Condkion (3-22) requires that at time t, ground water use should be extended to a 

level at which the present value of the marginal benefit of ground water pumped equals the 

decrease ui ground water stock valued by the marginal user cost plus the present value of 

the extraction cost. Condkion (3-23), the optimal condkion for investment in technology, 
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requires that at time t, investments should be made up to the point at which the present 

value of the marginal benefit of the investment plus the addkion to in situ value of the 

investment equals the present value of the marginal cost of the investment. 

Setting the partial derivative of the Hamihonian function wkh respect to state 

variable, ht, the following relationship is obtained: 

x'= >Ltag/aht - aEc/aht (3-24) 

Where V is the rate of change of the marginal user cost over time. Condition (3-24) 

indicates that the optimal rate of growth of the marginal user cost is equal to the increase 

of the ground water in situ value resulting from increased scarcity minus the increase in 

marginal user cost due to increased pumping lift. The first-order condition derived from 

setting the partial derivative of the Hamihonian function with respect to costate variable, 

Â , is the equation of motion : 

h; = g(h„ Tt), (3-25) 

where ĥ ' is the rate of change of the distance from the ground water level to the irrigation 

surface over time. Equation (3-25) represents the change of the resource stock over time 

as defined by the control variables. 

Figure 3.2 shows the effect of adoption of new technologies on output and 

quantity of water used. As k can be seen in this figure, the adoption of new production 
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Figure 3.2. Optimal Rates of Ground Water Use with and without the Adoption of New 
Production Technologies. 
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technologies shifts the production fimction. If market conditions do not change, the level 

of output associated wkh the adoption of new technologies increases from Y to Y* at W* 

(the dynamically optimal level of water use), point B on the bottom panel. Notice that at 

point B, optimal water use is the same as before the adoption of the new technologies (at 

point A). That is, no water savings are realized due to the adoption of the new 

technologies, but benefits increase due to the higher level of production. 

On the other hand, if ground water savings are desired from the adoption of new 

production technologies, k would be possible to reduce ground water use from W^to W*\ 

ground water savings equal to (W' - W*̂ )̂, and still be able to produce the same level of 

output than before, point C on the bottom panel at Figure 3.2. Given these results the two 

extremes are: (1) we could be at a point at which ah the benefits from new production 

technologies are "cashed in" and no ground water savings resuh, i.e., no reduction of the 

rate of depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer takes place; or (2) we could be at a point at 

which all the benefits from new production technologies are "transformed" into water 

savings, and no monetary benefits resuh from the adoption of the new production 

technologies in the short-mn. The later result would implickly assume that the reduction 

in extraction cost due to lower water withdrawal cancels out with the cost of technology 

adoption. This study attempts to measure the trade-off between forgone benefits and 

decreased levels of ground water depletion. 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

This chapter describes the methods and procedures used to evaluate the optimal 

allocation of ground water wkh and wkhout the adoption of new production technologies 

in the Texas High Plains. Specifically, a dynamic optimization model was used to: 

determine the dynamically optimal ground water use levels and cropping patterns; and 

evaluate the impacts of irrigation technology and biotechnology adoption on ground water 

use. 

The Study Region 

Texas contributes a significant share of the total national production of some of the 

major field crops produced in the United States. Nationally, Texas ranks as the leading 

state in cotton production, and second in grain sorghum production. In the Texas High 

Plains, the major crops grown are cotton, grain sorghum, wheat and com. In 1996, cotton 

production in the state was 4.3 million bales, with the Texas High Plains accounting for 

over 75 percent. Also, in 1996, grain sorghum production in the state was approximately 

102 million cw4., with the Texas High Plains accounting for almost 50 percent. The 

production levels of wheat and com in the Texas High Plains in 1996 were 75.4 milhon 

bushels and 201.6 million bushels, respectively. Wkhin the Texas High Plains, Lubbock 

and Hale counties are major cotton producing counties in the area, being the second and 
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the third leading counties in cotton production in the state wkh a total production of 

238,500 and 233,500 bales, respectively. 

The Texas High Plains consists of fifty-five counties in northwestern Texas. Given 

geographical, hydrological and cropping pattems differences within this area, it is 

commonly divided into three subregions, the Northem High Plains (NHP), the Transition 

area, and the Southem High Plains (SHP). This study was restricted to analyzing and 

evaluating three counties within those subregions; Swisher, Hale, and Lubbock counties. 

These counties represent three of the Texas Crop Reporting Districts, District 1-N which 

includes Swisher county. District 1-S which includes Lubbock county, and District 2-N 

which includes Hale county (Figure 4.1). 

Dynamic Optimization Models 

Dynamic optimization is a mathematical approach that is used to determine optimal 

allocations of resources among different activkies. The dynamic optimization models used 

in this study were stmctured so that optimal intertemporal ahocation of the ground water 

resource in the counties analyzed could be determined. Specifically, the decision to be 

made is to optimally allocate ground water resources over time among different activities 

to maximize the net present value of retums on a per county basis. A recently updated 

dynamic optimization model used by Tenell (1998) to estimate the cropping pattems of 

nineteen counties in the Texas High Plains, was modified and used in this study. In order 

to examine the effects due to the adoption of new production technologies on the ground 

water stock under the assumptions of profit maximization, differences in saturated 
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Swisher County 

Hale County 

Lubbock County^ 

Figure 4.1. Study Region 
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thickness and net present value of retums from altemative models under three scenarios 

were analyzed on a per county basis. These scenarios are explained in detail below. 

In approaching the problem of ground water conservation, the concept of a social 

discount rate was used to discount future benefits. In the case of ground water 

conservation, a high discount rate may cause inefficient ground water pumpage while a 

low discount rate may resuh in unnecessary loss of the present benefits. There are many 

difficulties associated wkh the selection of appropriate discount rates; however, in this 

study, a single discount rate of 2 percent was used to solve all the models formulated. 

The objective function used in the optimization models formulated here was that of 

maximizing the net present value of retums to land, risk, management, and the ground 

water stock on a per county basis. Net retums were calculated as total gross retums 

minus total cost of production, where the later consisted of variable and fixed costs. The 

variable costs of production included the cost of pumping ground water, investment and 

maintenance costs associated wkh the establishment and upkeep of irrigation systems. 

The objective function of the optimization models took the following general form: 

m z V w 
NPVRt = 1 1 1 1 0 ^ . {P.Y,j, [WA ,^ (WPjjJ]- Qj, (WP.3„ X,, SJKl+ry, (4-1) 

i=lj=l k=l t=0 

where, NPVR^ represents the net present value of retums to land, risk, management, and 

ground water stock on a per acre basis for a given county; m represents the crops grown; 

z represents the irrigation technologies used; v represents the biotechnologies used; w 
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represents the length of the planning horizon (assumed to be twenty-five years); 0 y,,, 

represents the percentage of land area of crop i irrigated with irrigation technology j , and 

using anticipated biotechnology advancement k; P, represents the price of the crop i; Yŷ  

represents the yield of crop i per acre, using irrigation technology j and anticipated 

biotechnology k; "WA^^ and WPŷ , represent the amounts of water apphed and pumped per 

acre, respectively; Cyji, represents the total cost per acre associated with the production of 

the crop i, using irrigation technology j , and biotechnology k; X, represents the pumping 

lift at time t; St is the saturated thickness of the ground water stock at time t. At each time 

period St is updated by the recursive equation: 

St=St.,(l-a)Wt-R]/As, (4-2) 

where, St is the saturated thickness at time t, and S,+j is the saturated thickness at time t+1; 

Wt represents the total acre feet of water withdrawn in the specific county at time t; R 

represents the average net recharge in acre feet from all sources except applied ground 

water retum flow; A represents the area of the aquifer; and s represents the storage 

coefficient which is assumed to be 15 percent. The stock of ground water in the aquifer at 

each time period on a per county basis was updated by the following equation of motion: 

Xt.i = Xt+[(l-a)Wt-R]/As, (4-3) 

where all the variables are defined as before. 
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Specific Parameters in the Optimization Models 

Much of the data used in the optimization models were obtained from Feng's 

(1992), Middleton's (1996), and Tench's (1998) studies. Also, various years of the Texas 

Agricultural Statistics were used to update the three counties crop acreages and prices. 

The crop enterprises included in the models were: irrigated and dryland cotton, irrigated 

and dryland grain sorghum, irrigated and dryland wheat, and irrigated com. 

The resuhs of a survey conducted by Middleton (1996) which asked of 

biotechnicians in the Lubbock, Texas area about the likely effects that biotechnology may 

have on the mean and variability of yields for cotton, grain sorghum, wheat, and com in 

the Texas High Plains were used in this study to project future crop yields, if 

biotechnological advances were to be adopted. Table 4.1 presents the actual (no 

biotechnology present) and expected (wkh biotechnology adoption) levels of crop yields 

used. 

Other parameters in the optimization models included variable and fixed costs of 

production, the stmcture of the budgets used fohowed those by Feng (1992) with some 

modifications. As pointed out before, crop prices were obtained from the Texas 

Agricultural statistics and the average for the 1994-1996 period were used in the models. 

The crop acreage of cotton, grain sorghum, wheat, and com in a per county basis were 

also obtained from the Texas Agricuhural Statistics for the 1994 to 1996 period. Table 

4.2 depicts the initial crop acreage proportions on a percentage basis by county. Three 

irrigation approaches were used in the optimization models: conventional flinow (CF), 

low-energy precision application (LEPA), and dryland farming. The initial per county 
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Crop 
Irrigated Cotton 

(Ib/ac) 
Dryland Cotton 

(Ib/ac) 
Irrigated Sorghum 

(bu/ac) 
Dryland Sorghum 

(bu/ac) 
Irrigated Wheat 

(bu/ac) 
Dryland Wheat 

(bu/ac) 
Com 

(bu/ac) 

Hale Countv 
Actual 
593.77 

342.29 

101.65 

49.83 

48.66 

23.77 

164.50 

Expected 
662.36 

371.89 

109.76 

54.53 

54.98 

27.16 

177.96 

Swisher Countv 
Actual 
593.77 

342.29 

94.76 

49.31 

49.35 

22.84 

160.72 

Expected 
662.36 

371.89 

104.77 

54.55 

55.96 

26.42 

176.56 

Lubbock Count\ 
Actual 
694.36 

330.18 

69.82 

36.02 

49.35 

20.72 

160.72 

Expected 
742.35 

365.33 

77.96 

42.41 

55.96 

23.51 

176.56 

Source: Middleton. 1996. 
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Table 4.2. Initial Crop Acreage Conditions. 
Hale County Swisher County Lubbock Countv 

Crop Enterprise (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 

Irrigated Cotton 
Dryland Cotton 

Irrigated Sorghum 
Dryland Sorghum 
Irrigated Wheat 
Dryland Wheat 
Irrigated Com 

55.30 
0.00 
9.40 
0.00 
4.00 
13.20 
18.00 

24.50 
0.00 
13.00 
0.80 
0.00 
52.30 
9.30 

58.9 
26.6 
0.00 
6.00 
0.00 
8.00 
0.50 
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levels of crop acreage under CF, LEPA, and dryland farming were obtained from Terrell 

(1998). The average annual recharge, pumping lift and saturated thickness of the aquifer 

in a per county basis were also obtained from Terrell (1998). 

Modification of the Updated Dynamic Optimization Model 

In order to fulfih the objectives of this study, the stmcture of Terrell's model was 

slightly modified. Specifically, in order to determine the impact of anticipated 

biotechnological developments and advanced irrigation technologies on the net present 

value of retums and ground water use, a constraint was added to find out the potential 

upper bound of ground water savings, if advanced irrigation technologies and 

biotechnological advances are flilly devoted to conserve water resources. The procedures 

followed to do this were as follows. 

First, given the initial condkions in each one of the counties the corresponding 

optimization model was solved to determine the impact of advanced irrigation systems 

adoption on the net present value of retums and ground water use. This generated the 

optimal proportions of crop acreage under each irrigation system. Then, the crop yields in 

the optimization model were replaced with those levels associated with the adoption of 

biotechnological advances to determine the impact of the adoption of both advanced 

irrigation systems and biotechnology on the net present value of retums and ground water 

use. After this was done, the optimization model was solved again by adding an addkional 

constraint that held the net present value of retums at the level obtained under the case in 

which only advanced irrigation technologies are adopted. These procedures were 
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performed with the purpose of examining the effect of biotechnological advances on 

ground water use. 

It is important to point out that two crop acreage constraints were included in the 

optimization models. The first, was a constraint on the transkion of acreage among 

irrigation technologies. This constraint was present in the model to prevent krigated 

acreage to switch rapidly from dryland production to irrigated production. Previous 

research in the Texas High Plains has shown, that advanced irrigation systems such as 

LEPA can induce a rapid transition of crop acreage from dryland production to krigation. 

That is, because of the increased economic efficiency associated with the use of LEPA, k 

is economically feasible for acreage that is currently under dryland production practices to 

transk rapidly into irrigation if LEPA is adopted on these acres. Thus, given that this type 

of transition among irrigation technologies is feasible, but k would not be expected to be 

instantaneous, the maximum level of acreage assumed to transit among irrigation 

technologies was set at 5 percent per year. 

The second acreage constraint included in the models was a crop adjustment 

constraint. Specifically, this constraint was formulated such that no more than a 15 

percent shift among crops took place per year. That is, k might be profitable to rapidly 

swdtch from one crop to another given the expected technological advances to take place, 

however, just like in the previous case with respect to the transkion among krigation 

technologies, switches among crops would not be expected to be instantaneous. It was 

felt that a 15 percent shift in crop acreage would appropriately reflect reality. 
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Scenarios Used to Solve the Linear Programming Model 

Given the procedures described above, nine models were solved using the three 

county's specific data under three scenarios. Solution to these nine optimization models 

were obtained using GAMS (Generalized Algebraic Modeling System), a mathematical 

system developed by the Worid Bank (1982). The first scenario (to be referred to as 

scenario A) was developed to determine the impact of advanced irrigation system 

adoption on the net present value of retums and ground water use. This model generated 

optimal levels of advanced irrigation system adoption. The second scenario (to be 

referred to as Scenario B) was developed to determine optimal levels of ground water use 

and advanced irrigation system adoption, assuming that biotechnological advances are 

adopted. The third scenario (to be referred to as scenario C) was developed to find out 

the potential ground water savings that would resuh if the adoption of biotechnological 

advances was to be devoted to minimize ground water use. Table 4.3 presents some of 

the specifics of the models formulated for each one of the counties included in this study. 

Appendix A contains the three GAMS models formulated for Lubbock county under 

scenarios A, B, and C. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

In this chapter the results of the nine optimization models formulated in Chapter 

IV are presented. The resuhs of the models with respect to the optimal crop acreage 

allocation and irrigation technology adoption under the three scenarios analyzed are 

presented first. Then, the net present value of retums and saturated thickness depletion 

associated with the models are presented. In the closing section, the sustainability 

imphcations of the resuhs for agricultural production the Texas High Plains are explored. 

Optimal Crop Acreage Allocafion and Irrigation Technology Adoption 

This section presents the optimal crop acreage ahocation and irrigation technology 

adoption under the three scenarios analyzed on a per county basis. The results associated 

with the three scenarios analyzed are presented separately. As mentioned earlier, the first 

scenario (to be referred to as scenario A) was developed to determine the impact of 

advanced irrigation system adoption on net present value of retums and ground water use. 

The second scenario (to be referred to as Scenario B) was developed to determine optimal 

levels of ground water use and advanced irrigation system adoption assuming that 

biotechnological advances are adopted. The third scenario (to be referred to as scenario 

C) was developed to find out the potenfial ground water savings that would resuh if the 

adoption of biotechnological advances was to be fully devoted to minimize ground water 

utilization. 
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optimal Crop Allocation and Irrigation Technology Adoption, Scenario A 

In Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the optimal paths for both crop acreage allocation and 

irrigation technology adoption for the three counties are presented for scenario A. As 

shown in those figures, the resuhs indicate that the current crop acreage allocation and the 

current levels of advanced irrigation technology adoption in all three counties was found 

not to be close to optimal. That is, h would be economically optimal to modify the 

current crop acreage allocations (i.e., the initial conditions in year 1) and to adopt 

advanced irrigation technologies (LEPA irrigation systems) in ah counties. 

The specifics with respect to the optimal paths to follow is different for the 

different counties. However, the general tendencies of the results indicate that h would be 

optimal to significantly decrease conventional furrow irrigated acreage, increase LEPA 

irrigated acreage, and increase dryland acreage (Figure 5.2). In relative terms, the resuhs 

indicate that the most increase in dryland acreage should take place in Hale and Lubbock 

counties. That is, for Swisher county, dryland acreage was found to be closer to the 

optimal level than for Hale and Lubbock counties, and that h would be optimal in Swisher 

county to switch approximately 30 percent of the conventional fiirrow irrigated acreage to 

LEPA irrigation. However, notice that for Swisher county, h would be optimal to 

increase com acreage, slightly reduce cotton irrigated acreage, reduce dryland wheat 

acreage, and significantly increase cotton dryland acreage. 

It is important to note, that in the case of Lubbock county h would be optimal to 

increase cotton dryland acreage by about 20 percent. And that essentially all of this cotton 

acreage in Lubbock county would be coming from previously irrigated acreage under 
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conventional fiirrow irrigation. Also, notice in Figure 5.2 that the optimal conditions for 

Lubbock county imply that there should be a net increase in dryland acreage, but that 

approximately two-thirds of the acreage that is irrigated should be under LEPA irrigation. 

Optimal Crop Allocation and Irrigation Technology Adoption. Scenario B 

In Figures 5.3 and 5.4, the optimal paths for both crop acreage allocation and 

irrigation technology adoption for the three counties are presented for scenario B. The 

resuhs depicted in those figures are essentially the same than those presented for scenario 

A above, except that in the case of Swisher county the adoption of biotechnological 

advances would induce a slight reduction in total ground water utilization, as compared to 

the optimal solution found in scenario A for this county. That is, once biotechnologically 

developed crops are introduced into the optimization models, in the cases of Hale and 

Lubbock counties the "base" (optimal crop acreage allocation and adoption of advanced 

irrigation systems from scenario A) of the optimal solution does not change, but this is not 

the case for Swisher county. 

A comparison of the results in Figures 5.2 and 5.4 for Swisher county, reveals that 

under the adoption of biotechnological advances, the dryland acreage initial condition in 

Swisher county is optimal (i.e., its initial condition does not change. Figure 5.4). 

Optimal Crop Allocation and Irrigation Technology Adoption, Scenario C 

In Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the optimal paths for both crop acreage allocation and 

irrigation technology adoption for the three counties are presented for scenario C. It is 
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important to point out, that this scenario is the one in which the optimization models used 

in scenario B were constrained at the net present value of retums obtained in scenario A. 

That is, it was desired to find out what the potential ground water savings would be under 

the assumption that biotechnological advances are adopted, and all the benefits fi-om this 

adoption are devoted to conserve ground water. As can be seen in those two figures, the 

optimal paths of both crop acreage allocation and irrigation technology adoption are not 

as "smooth" as in the two previous scenarios (i.e. the changes in these are more drastic). 

This is a result of the fact that these models are constrained and thus, their flexibility is 

reduced. However, these results provide some insight on the flexibdity of the three 

counties with respect to how quick these counties would be able to adapt to the 

constraint. For example, comparing Figure 5.6 to either Figure 5.2 or 5.4, it can be seen 

that of the three counties, Swisher county seems to be the least affected by the 

introduction of the constraint in net present value of retums. That is, in relative terms. 

Hale and Lubbock counties seem to be affected more than Swisher county, but notice that 

Hale county is impacted earlier in the planning horizon than Lubbock county. 

Net Present Value of Retums and Saturated Thickness Depletion 

The per acre net present value of retums to the ground water stock, land, risk, and 

management, along with saturated thickness depletion under the three different scenarios 

on a per county basis are presented in Table 5.1. As depicted in that table, the per acre net 

present value of retums for Hale county under scenario A, when advanced irrigation 

technology is adopted, is $2953.35, with an associated saturated thickness depletion of 
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Table 5.1. Net Present Value of Retums and Total Ground Water Use. 

Coimty 
Hale 

Swisher 
Lubbock 

Hale 
Swisher 
Lubbock 

Hale 
Swisher 
Lubbock 

Scenario 
A 
A 
A 

B 
B 
B 

C 
C 
C 

Model 
HA 
SA 
LA 

HB 
SB 
LB 

HC 
SC 
LC 

Net Present Value of 
Retums (Per Acre) 

2953.35 
2726.51 
3674.21 

3624.46 
3277.32 
4183.96 

2953.35 
2726.51 
3674.21 

Total Water Usage (Feet) 
30.19 
17.16 
19.29 

30.19 
16.17 
19.29 

10.75 
5.33 
11.61 
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30.19 feet per acre. The per acre net present value of retums for Swisher county under 

this scenario is $2726.51, with an associated saturated thickness depletion of 17.16 feet 

per acre. And for Lubbock county, the per acre net present value of retums is $3674.21, 

with an associated saturated thickness depletion of 19.29 feet per acre. 

Under scenario B, when anticipated biotechnological advances are adopted along 

with advanced irrigation technologies, the per acre net present value of retum for Hale 

county is $3624.46, with an associated saturated thickness depletion of 30.19 feet per 

acre. Comparing the results fi"om this scenario versus the results from scenario A for Hale 

county, we see that biotechnology adoption results in an increase of 18.5 percent in the 

per acre net present value of retums, and that no per acre saturated thickness depletion 

gains would result. 

For Swisher county the level of the per acre net present value of retums under 

scenario B is $3277.32, with an associated saturated thickness deplerion of 16.17 feet per 

acre. Comparing this result to that obtained in scenario A for Swisher county, this 

represents an increase of 16.8 percent in the per acre net present value of retums and a 5.8 

percent decrease in per acre saturated thickness depletion. Finally, for Lubbock county, 

the results in Table 5.1 imply, that biotechnology adoption in addition to advanced 

irrigation system adoption would result in an increase of 12.2 percent in the per acre net 

present value of retums (fi-om $3674.21 to $4183.96), but no saturated thickness 

depletion reduction would resuh. 

The resuhs from scenarios A and B in Table 5.1 reveals, that in relative terms Hale 

county would benefit the most from the adoption of biotechnological advances in terms of 
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the associated mcrease in per acre net present value of remms. Also, the resuhs in that 

table show, that Swisher county would be the only county of the three in which the 

adoption of biotechnological advances would resuh in small per acre net saturated 

thickness depletion savings. That is, in Hale and Lubbock counties the expected positive 

impacts of biotechnological advances would be expected to be "cashed in" in terms of 

higher per acre net revenues, and would not be as much incentives as in Swisher county to 

"translate" the benefits fi-om biotechnological advances into ground water savings. 

The resuhs of the models under scenario C, when the per acre net present value of 

retums of the models in scenario B are fixed at the net present value of retums levels 

obtained under scenario A, provide upper bound levels of ground water savings that 

would be expected if all the benefits derived from the adoption of biotechnological 

advances were to be translated into ground water savings. The approximate reduction in 

saturated thickness depletion, if all the benefits from the adoption of biotechnological 

advances were to be translated into ground water savings, would be: 64.40 percent for 

Hale county, 68.95 percent for Swisher county, and 39.76 percent for Lubbock county. 

Figures 5.7 to 5.9 depict graphically the resuhs presented in Table 5.1. 

Sustainability of Agricultural Activities in the THP 

In approaching the issue of sustainability, given a potential level of ground water 

supply depletion in a particular county, producers are faced with two choices. The first is 

to maintain high ground water use levels, and use biotechnological advances and advanced 

irrigation technologies to increase revenues in the short-mn. The second is to use 
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biotechnological advances and advanced irrigation technologies to decrease ground water 

use, and thus, prolong the economic life of ground water supphes. Thus, the trade-off is 

between, restraining the present use of ground water to prolong the life of ground water 

supplies and sustain agricultural activities in the Texas High Plains or increasing the 

current revenues and farm profitability with rapid ground water depletion. 

Table 5.2 depicts the saturated thickness for Hale county throughout the twenty-

five year planing horizon under the three scenarios analyzed. The total saturated thickness 

depletion for Hale county under scenario A is 30.19 feet per acre for the twenty-five year 

planing horizon. The same per acre saturated thickness depletion was obtained under 

scenario B, when both biotechnological advances and advanced irrigation technologies are 

adopted. The total saturated thickness depletion under the scenario C is 10.75 feet per 

acre. Thus, the net ground water savings, i.e., the difference between scenarios B and C, 

is 19.44 feet of saturated thickness per acre. 

Notice in Table 5.2, under scenario C, that by year 16 the level of ground water 

supplies in Hale county are stable. That is, no net losses in samrated thickness takes 

place, and the saturated thickness in Hale county starts to increase. This implies that the 

optimal crop allocation under scenario C at the end of the twenty-five year planning 

horizon is sustainable fi-om year 26 and on to infinity. An estimate of economic impact of 

extending the economic Ufe of the ground water supphes in Hale county can be found by 

obtaining the sum of the present value of retums from year 26 to infinity of the associated 

level of net retums at year 25. That is, at year 25 the optimal crop allocation under 

scenario C has stabilized, and this crop allocation could be carried forward to infinity from 
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Table 5.2. Per Acre Saturated Thickness. Hale Countv. 
Model 

Year HA (Feet) HB (Feet) HC (Feet) 

1 105.00 105.00 105.00 
2 102.62 102.62 102.62 
3 100.47 100.47 100.90 
4 98.41 98.41 99.37 
5 96.47 96.47 98.02 
6 94.67 94.67 96.83 
7 92.97 92.97 95.79 
8 91.39 91.39 94.89 
9 89.90 89.90 94.12 
10 88.50 88.50 93.47 
11 87.18 87.18 92.93 
12 85.94 85.94 92.55 
13 84.76 84.76 92.30 
14 83.66 83.66 92.12 
15 82.62 82.62 92.01 
16 81.63 81.63 91.98 
17 80.70 80.70 92.01 
18 79.82 79.82 92.10 
19 78.98 78.98 92.25 
20 78.19 78.19 92.46 
21 77.44 77.44 92.72 
22 76.73 76.73 93.04 
23 76.06 76.06 93.40 
24 75.42 75.42 93.80 
25 74.81 74.81 94.25 
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that point on. Once this calculation is made for Hale county, we find that the additional 

net present value of retums associated with scenario C from year 26 to infinity is 

$4,163.07. Thus, under scenario C for Hale county, i.e., the case in which biotechnologies 

are devoted to minimizing ground water use, the total level of net present value of retums 

equals $7,116.42 per acre. Of this level of retums, $2,953.35 are fi-om year 1 to year 25 

and $4,163.07 are from year 26 to infinity. 

Under scenario B, in the case in which biotechnologies are not devoted to 

minimizing ground water use, the associated net present value of remms is $7,351.68 per 

acre. Of this level of retums, $3,624.46 are fi-om year 1 to 25 and $3,727.22 are fi-om 

year 26 to infinity. It is important to point out, that the later portion of net revenues, 

$3,727.22, assumes that in year 26 all the irrigated acreage at the end of the planning 

horizon under scenario B becomes dryland acreage. That is, the $3,727.22 represents the 

discounted sum of net revenues from year 26 to infinity, given the acreage decision 

optimal decision mle at the end of the planning horizon for scenario B under dryland 

condhions. 

Using the calculations above, given the potential mining of 30.19 feet of saturated 

thickness per acre in Hale county, the trade-ofif becomes: (1) to use up 30.19 feet of 

saturated thickness in the first twenty-five years and transition into dryland production 

starting in the twenty-sixth year to make $7,351.68 per acre; or (2) to move as quickly as 

possible to conserve ground water resources and the eventual replenishment of ground 

water resources, i.e. no saturated thickness depletion, and make $7116.42 per acre. That 
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is, a net loss of $235.26 in net present value of retums per acre (a 3.2 percent reduction) 

in order to preserve ground water supphes in Hale county. 

If simdar calculations are performed for Swisher and Lubbock counties (using 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4) the following resuhs are found. For Swisher county, given the 

potential mining of 16.17 feet of saturated thickness per acre, the trade-ofif becomes: (1) 

to use up 16.17 feet of saturated thickness in the first twenty-five years and transition into 

dryland production starting in the twenty-sixth year to make $7,003.91 per acre 

($3,277.32 under scenario B fi-om year 1 to 25 plus $3,726.59 fi-om year 26 to infinity 

under dryland conditions); or (2) to move as quickly as possible to conserve ground water 

resources and the eventual replenishment of ground water resources, i.e., no saturated 

thickness depletion, and make $6,717.74 per acre ($2,726.51 under scenario C fi-om year 

I to 25 plus $3,991.23 fi-om year 26 to infinity). That is, a net loss of $286.17 in net 

present value of retums per acre (a 4.08 percent reduction) in order to preserve ground 

water supphes in Swisher county. 

For Lubbock county, given the potential mining of 19.29 feet of saturated 

thickness per acre, the trade-ofif becomes: (1) to use up 19.29 feet of saturated thickness 

in the first twenty-five years and transition into dryland production starting in the twenty-

sixth year to make $7,954.07 per acre ($4,183.96 under scenario B fi-om year 1 to 25 plus 

$3,770.11 from year 26 to infinity under dryland conditions); or (2) to move as quickly as 

possible to conserve ground water resources and the eventual replenishment of ground 

water resources, i.e. no saturated thickness depletion, and make $8,255.98 per acre 

($3,674.21 under scenario C fi-om year 1 to 25 plus $4,581.77 fi-om year 26 to infinity). 
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Table 5.3. Per Acre Saturated Thickness. Swisher Countv 
Model 

Year SA (Feet) SB (Feet) SC (Feet) 
1 115.00 115.00 115.00 
2 114.29 114.29 114.29 
3 113.58 113.58 113.71 
4 112.86 112.88 113.19 
5 112.14 112.20 112.72 
6 111.42 111.53 112.29 
7 110.69 110.89 111.91 
8 109.96 110.26 111.56 
9 109.22 109.65 111.25 
10 108.48 109.01 110.97 
11 107.74 108.36 110.72 
12 106.99 107.69 110.50 
13 106.24 107.02 110.31 
14 105.49 106.34 110.14 
15 104.73 105.65 110.00 
16 103.98 104.96 109.89 
17 103.24 104.27 109.80 
18 102.52 103.58 109.73 
19 101.81 102.89 109.68 
20 101.12 102.20 109.64 
21 100.44 101.51 109.62 
22 99.77 100.82 109.61 
23 99.11 100.14 109.62 
24 98.47 99.48 109.64 
25 97.84 98.83 109.67 
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Table 5.4. Per Acre Saturated Thickness. Lubbock Countv. 
Model 

Year 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

LA (Feet) 
71.00 
69.89 
68.81 
67.75 
66.71 
65.70 
64.70 
63.73 
62.77 
61.83 
60.94 
60.09 
59.27 
58.49 
57.74 
57.02 
56.33 
55.67 
55.04 
54.43 
53.84 
53.28 
52.74 
52.21 
51.71 

LB (Feet) 
71.00 
69.89 
68.81 
67.75 
66.71 
65.70 
64.70 
63.73 
62.77 
61.83 
60.94 
60.09 
59.27 
58.49 
57.74 
57.02 
56.33 
55.67 
55.04 
54.43 
53.84 
53.28 
52.74 
52.21 
51.71 

LC (Feet) 
71.00 
69.89 
68.81 
67.75 
66.71 
65.70 
64.70 
63.73 
62.77 
62.21 
61.76 
61.35 
60.99 
60.68 
60.40 
60.16 
59.95 
59.78 
59.64 
59.53 
59.45 
59.40 
59.37 
59.37 
59.39 
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That is, a net gain of $301.91 in net present value of retums per acre (a 3.79 percent gain) 

would resuh from preserving ground water supphes in Lubbock county. Given these 

findings, in the case of Hale and Swisher counties the present value of retums trade-off to 

achieve ground water conservation, in terms of what producers would have to give up in 

terms of net present value of retums to reach ground water supply stability, is small (3 to 

4 percent loss in the per acre present value of retums). However, in the case of Lubbock 

county it was found, that producers would benefit, an increase of almost 4 percent in the 

per acre present value of retums, from achieving ground water resource stability. 

Close analysis of the resuhs depicted above, with respect to the reduction of per 

acre present value of retums in Hale and Swisher counties versus expected gains in 

Lubbock county, reveals that the main reason for this resuh is that a large portion of the 

acreage that would be expected to transit from irrigation practices to dryland practices 

would be in cotton production. This implies that in relative terms Lubbock county would 

benefit more from emphasizing the rapid adoprion of advanced production technologies, 

irrigation and biotechnologies, aiming at reducing ground water depletion. 

Given the discussion above, a relevant question to ask at this point is: Given the 

current state of economic, social and political factors in the Texas High Plains, is ground 

water scarcity at a point such that there would be some incentives in place to warrant 

increased efforts in ground water conservation? In answering this question the case of 

Hale county is used first. 

As pointed out above, the differential in saturated thickness depletion between the 

solutions of scenarios B and C for Hale county was 19.44 feet. Conceptually speaking, 
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this implies that as long as the initial condhion of samrated thickness is greater than 19.44 

feet, then there are not enough incentives in place to conserve the ground water resources 

in Hale county. Specifically, agricultural producers in Hale county could potentially utilize 

ground water resources, at the rates imphed by scenario B in year twenty-five, for at least 

an additional 101.29 years before ground water resources become scarce enough to 

warrant increased ground water conservation efforts. 

The manner in which that length of time is derived is as follows. The level of 

saturated thickness in Hale county under scenario B in year twenty-five was 74.81. The 

maximum level of saturated thickness depletion required under scenario C was 13.02, 

which occurred in year 16 (as mentioned eariier after year 16 in scenario C, the saturated 

thickness starts to rise). Thus, the differential between these two levels of saturated 

thickness is 61.79. Dividing this later level of saturated thickness by the level of samrated 

thickness depletion in the last year of production under scenario B (0.61 feet), we find that 

at least 101.29 more years of mining the aquifer at the levels similar to those in the last 

year of production under scenario B would be possible. This length of time, however, is 

affected by two factors. The first factor, is the actual annual level of saturated thickness 

depletion. In the calcularions above, this level was assumed to be 0.61 feet per year, but 

in reality this level could be lower. This imphes that by using the 0.61 feet per year of 

saturated thickness depletion level, this calculation represents a lower-bound of the length 

of time. 

The second factor affecting the length of rime derived above, is the minimal level 

of saturated thickness needed to adopt the decision mles under scenario C. That is, in the 
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calculations above h was assumed that this level would have to be 13.02, but in reality this 

may not be possible because not every foot of saturated thickness is recoverable. In any 

case, what all of this shows is that, h may be a long time before ground water resources 

become scarce enough for ground water conservation efiforts to be strong. 

Similar calculations for Swisher and Lubbock counties reveal, that the associated 

lengths of time before ground water resources become scarce enough are 147.74 years 

and 80.16 years, respectively. Thus, the answer to the question posed above is: fi-om the 

agricultural producers point of view, given the current state of economic, social and 

political factors there will be quite a few decades before ground water resources become 

scarce enough to warrant increased ground water conservation efiforts on their part alone. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

The Texas High Plains is a highly productive agricultural region in which a high 

proportion of the crop acreage is irrigated from a slow-replenishing source of ground 

water, the Ogallala Aquifer. The conrinued overdraft of the aquifer since the late 1940s 

has depleted over 30 percent of the pre-development supply of ground water in the 

aquifer. Increases in pumping lift and declines in well yields have induced significant 

reductions in irrigated acreage, reducing profitability. These conditions are also likely to 

impair the future sustainability and economic viability of agricultural activities in the Texas 

High Plains. 

The current state of ground water utilization in the Texas High Plains area is a 

reflection of the combined result of current economic, social and political factors. The 

main reason why ground water resources in the Texas High Plains are being used at a rate 

higher than the natural rate of recharge, is because of the revenues stemming from their 

current use is higher than the associated cost of extracrion. However, water use in the 

Texas High Plains, given the critical dependence of the regional economy on this resource, 

is an inter-generational issue that must be evaluated in terms of the sustainability of 

agricultural activities in the long-mn. For this reason, given the current state of 

economic, social and political factors, the sustainability of this resource needs to be better 

understood, given current and expected technological advances in agricuhural production. 
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In particular, advanced irrigation system technology can increase the efficiency of water 

utilization, and thus decrease the amount of water resources needed to produce a crop. 

However, previous studies have found that these advanced irrigation system technologies 

can also induce the transkion of previously irrigated cropland which is currently under 

dryland production practices to revert back into irrigation. 

Another crop production technology that could have significant impacts on the 

sustainability of agricultural activities in the Texas High Plains in the long-mn is 

biotechnological advances. This emerging field could have significant impacts on the 

abdity to extend the economic life of the Ogallala Aquifer in the Texas High Plains. The 

development of crop varieties with high tolerance to water stress can increase crop 

productivity and reduce the amount of water requirements for crop production. 

The general objective of this research was to determine the impact of new crop 

production technologies on the sustainability of agricuhural activkies in the Texas High 

Plains. The specific objectives in this study included: (1) to determine the optimal 

adoption rates of advanced irrigation technologies in crop production, (2) to determine 

the impacts of anticipated biotechnological developments on crop production and water 

use, and (3) to evaluate the trade-ofif between the adoption of advanced irrigation 

technologies and anticipated biotechnological advances on the sustainability of 

agricuhural activities in the Texas High Plains. 

Using three counties in the Texas High Plains (Hale, Swisher and Lubbock 

counties) under three scenarios, nine dynamic optimization models were formulated to 

evaluate the adoption of advanced production technologies. Specifically, these dynamic 
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optimizarion model were used to: determine the dynamically optimal ground water use 

levels and cropping pattems; and evaluate the impacts of irrigation technology and 

biotechnology adoption on ground water use. 

The three scenarios used were as follows. The first scenario (as scenario A) was 

developed to determine the impact of advanced irrigation system adoption on the net 

present value of retums and ground water use. This model generated optimal levels of 

advanced irrigarion system adoption. The second scenario (scenario B) was developed to 

determine optimal levels of ground water use and advanced irrigation system adoption, 

assuming that biotechnological advances are adopted. The third scenario (scenario C) was 

developed to find out the potential ground water savings that would resuh if the adoption 

of biotechnological advances was to be devoted to minimize ground water use. 

The results indicate that the current crop acreage allocation and the current levels 

of advanced irrigation technology adoption in all three counties was found not to be close 

to optimal. That is, it would be economically optimal to modify the current crop acreage 

allocations (i.e., the initial conditions) in all counties and adopt advanced irrigation 

technologies (LEPA irrigation systems). Also, it was found that once biotechnologically 

developed crops are introduced into the optimization models, in the cases of Hale and 

Lubbock counties the "base" (optimal crop acreage allocation and adoption of advanced 

irrigation systems as compared to the resuhs from scenario A) of the optimal solution does 

not change, but that this is not the case for Swisher county. In Swisher county, h was 

found that the adoption of biotechnological advances would induce a shght reduction in 

total ground water utihzation, as compared to the optimal solution found in scenario A. 
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The results of the models under scenario C, showed that the approximate reduction in 

saturated thickness depletion, if all the benefits from the adoption of biotechnological 

advances were to be translated into ground water savings, would be: 64.40 percent for 

Hale county, 68.95 percent for Swisher county, and 39.76 percent for Lubbock county. 

In approaching the issue of sustainability, given a potential level of ground water 

supply depletion in a particular county, the trade-ofif is between restraining the present use 

of ground water to prolong the life of ground water supphes and sustain agricultural 

activities in the Texas High Plains, or increasing the current revenues and farm profitability 

with rapid ground water depletion. 

The resuhs showed that in the case of Hale and Swisher counties the present value 

of retums trade-ofif to achieve ground water conservation, in terms of what producers 

would have to give up in terms of net present value of retums to reach ground water 

supply stability, would be small (3 to 4 percent loss in the per acre present value of 

retums). However, in the case of Lubbock county it was found, that producers would 

benefit, an increase of almost 4 percent in the per acre present value of retums, from 

achieving ground water resource stabihty. 

Close analysis of the results above imply, that the reduction of per acre present 

value of retums in Hale and Swisher counties versus expected gains in Lubbock county, 

would be mainly due to the larger relative transkion of conventionally irrigated acreage to 

dryland practices. This imphes that Lubbock county would benefit fi-om emphasizing the 

rapid adoption of advanced production technologies, irrigation and biotechnologies, with 

the objective of reducing ground water depletion. 
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Conclusions 

Results fi-om this study indicate that the rapid adoption of advanced production 

technologies by agricultural producers in the Texas High Plains could significantly 

contribute towards the achievement of sustainability of agriculmral activities in the area. 

It was found that in Hale and Swisher counties there would some losses associated with 

the adoption of advanced production technologies, in terms of forgone net present value 

of retums, but that these would be relatively small. However, k was also found that 

Lubbock county would benefit from the adoption of advanced production technologies. 

This study demonstrates that the competkive use of the common property ground 

water resources in the Texas High Plains in the short-mn, could lead to the early depletion 

of ground water resources in this area. And, that this could have severe impacts on the 

sustainablity and future economic viability of agricultural activities in the Texas High 

Plains. 

Given current advancements in irrigation technologies and expected advances from 

biotechnology research, this study shows that controlled use of the ground water 

resources in the Texas High Plains could assure the sustainability and future economic 

viability of agricultural activiries in the area. Therefore, appropriate compensation 

schemes or the enactment of appropriate incentives, specially directed to those producers 

that would experience reduced revenues in the long-mn from the adoption of advanced 

production technologies, to facilkate the rapid adoption of advanced production 

technologies need to be considered and evaluated. These findings, also highlight the need 

to speed up the efforts in the development of improved crops through biotechnology 
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research, specially of those that could be grown under dryland conditions in the Texas 

High Plains. This would also contribute towards a higher degree of diversification of 

agricultural production activities in the area. However, k was also found that from the 

agricuhural producers point of view, given the current state of economic, social and 

political factors in the three counties analyzed, there wiU be quke a few decades before 

ground water resources become scarce enough to warrant increased ground water 

conservation efiforts on their part alone. 
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APPENDIX A 

MODEL FOR SCENARIO A 
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SETS 
I CROPS / COTTON, CORN, SORGHUM, WHEAT/ 
J IRRIGATION SYSTEMS / CF, LEPA, DRY / 
T TIME PERIODS / 1 *25/; 

PARAMETER P(I) AVERAGE PRICES OF CROPS 
/ COTTON 0.703 

CORN 2.98 
SORGHUM 0.0498 
WHEAT 4.15 /; 

PARAMETER VCD(J,I,T) variable cost of dryland CROPS exc. harvest 
VCD("CF","COTTON",T)= 104; 
VCD("LEPA","COTTON",T) =104; 
VCD("DRY","COTTON",T) = 104; 
VCD("CF","CORN",T) = 0; 
VCD("LEPA","CORN",T) = 0 ; 
VCD("DRY","CORN",T)= 1000; 
VCD("CF","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("DRY","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("CF","WHEAT",T) = 23; 
VCD("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 23; 
VCD("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 23; 

PARAMETER VCI(J,I,T) added variable cost due to irrg ; 
VCI("CF","COTTON",T) = 22; 
VCI("LEPA","COTTON",T) =22; 
VCI("DRY","COTTON",T) = 0 ; 
VCI("CF","CORN",T)= 161; 
VCI("LEPA","CORN",T) = 161; 
VCI("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
VCI("CF","sorghum",T) = 43; 
VCI("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 43; 
VCI("DRY","sorghum",T) = 0; 
VCI("CF","WHEAT",T) = 52; 
VCI("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 52; 
VCI("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 0; 

PARAMETER lAC(I) INITIAL ACREAGE OF CROP 
/COTTON 272500 
CORN 1567 
SORGHUM 19167 
WHEAT 25467 /; 

PARAMETER ICI(J) INITIAL CONDITION OF IRRIGATION 
/CF 168566 
LEPA 20834 
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DRY 129301/; 
PARAMETER SP(J,T) PERCENT BY SYSTEM 

/ CF.l 0.263 
LEPA.1 0.378 
DRY.l 0.359/; 

PARAMETER IC(J) INITIAL COSTS OF SYSTEMS 
/ CF 69.9 

LEPA 280.00 
DRY 0 /; 

PARAMETER L(J) LABOR HOUR REQUIRED PER ACRE 
/CF2.5 

LEPA 0.3 
DRY 0/; 

PARAMETER MC(J) MAESTTAINCE COSTS; 
MC(J) = 0.08*IC(J); 

•DISPLAY MC; 
PARAMETER DP(J) DEPRECIATION; 

DP(J) = 0.05*IC(J); 
•DISPLAY DP; 
PARAMETER LC(J) LABOR COST; 

LC(J) = 5*L(J); 
•DISPLAY LC; 
PARAMETER OL(J,I,T) OUTPUT LEVEL; 

OL("CF","COTTON",T) = 694.36; 
OL("LEPA","COTTON",T) = 694.36; 
OL("DRY","COTTON",T) = 330.18; 
OL("CF","CORN",T) =160.72 ; 
OL("LEPA","CORN",T)= 160.72; 
OL("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
OL("CF","sorghum",T) =3909.92 ; 
OL("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 3909.92; 
OL("DRY","sorghum",T) = 2017.12; 
OL("CF","WHEAT",T) =49.35; 
OL("LEPA","WHEAT",T) =49.35; 
OL("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 20.72; 

PARAMETER HC(I) HARVEST COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
/ COTTON 0.07 

CORN .28 
SORGHUM 0.0045 
WHEAT 0.30/; 

PARAMETER DY(I) DRYLAND YIELD 
/COTTON 330.18 

CORN 0 
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SORGHUM 2017.12 
WHEAT 20.72/; 

PARAMETER HARC(J,I,T) HARVEST COST ; 
HARC(J,I,T)= ( OL(J,I,T) * HC(I)); 

•DISPLAY HARC ; 
PARAMETER WP(J,I,T) water apphed; 

WP("CF","COTTON",T) = 15; 
WP("LEPA","COTTON",T)= 10; 
WP("DRY","COTTON",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","CORN",T) = 25; 
WP("LEPA","CORN",T) = 17; 
WP("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","sorghum",T)= 15; 
WP("LEPA","sorghum",T)= 10; 
WP("DRY","sorghum",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","wheat",T) = 21; 
WP("LEPA","wheat",T) = 14; 
WP("DRY","wheat",T) = 0; 

PARAMETER GR(J,I,T) gross revenu; 
GR(J,I,T)= P(I)^OL(J,I,T); 

DISPLAY GR; 
•SCALAR AREA LAND AREA OF COUNTY /584752/; 
SCALAR RHOl DISCOUNT RATE /0.02/; 
SCALAR DISCI DISCOUNT ; 

DISCI = 1/(1+RH01); 
PARAMETER DELTAl(T) DISCOUNTE FACTOR ; 

DELTAl(T) = (DISCl^^(ORD(T)-l)); 
VARIABLES 

Q(J,I,T) PERCENTAGE OF CROP 
ST(T) SATURATED THICKNESS 
X(T) PUMPING LIFT 
GPC(T) GROSS PUMPING CAPACITY 
PCF(J,I,T) PUMPING COST FURROW 
PCS(J,I,T) PUMPING COST SPRINKLER 
C(J,I,T) TOTAL COST 
NETR(J,I,T) NET RETURN OF EACH PRODUCTION 
NR(T) NET RETURN AT T 
NPVl NET PRESENT VALUEl 
FCI(J) FESfAL CONDITION OF IRRG 
FCA(I) FINAL CONDITION OF CROPS 
CROP(I,T) ACRES OF EACH CROP 

• LPC(J,T) 
IRCROP(I,T) ACRES OF IRRG CROP 
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IRRI(J,T) ACRES OF EACH IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
WT(T) WATER USAGE AT TIME T 

POSITIVE VARIABLES 
Q(J,i,T); 

EQUATIONS 
OBJl OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 1 
REVENUN(T) REVENUN FOR TIME T 
COSTPF(J,I,T) IRRG COST FURROW 
COSTPS(J,I,T) IRRG COST SPRINKLER 
COSTFU(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION FURROW 
COSTLE(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION LEPA 
COSTDRY(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION DRY 
NETREFU(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR FURROW 
NETRELE(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR LEPA 
NETREDRY(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR DRY 
MOTION(T) EQUATION OF MOTION 
SAT(T) CHANGE IN SATURATED THICKNESS 
GROSS(T) GROSS PUMPING CAPACITY 
PUMPAGE(T) TOTAL WATER AT TIME T 
inia(i) initial condition of crop 
inii(j) initial condirion of irrigation 
IRRCRO(I,T) ACREGE OF IRRIGATED CROP 
IRRAC(T) IRRIGATED ACRES CONSTRANT 
FINIR(J) FINAL CONDITION OF IRRIGATION 
FINA(I) FINAL CONDITION OF CROP ACREGE 
LANC(T) LAND CONSTRAESTTS 
TOCROP(I,T) CROP ACREAGE 
TOIRRI(J,T) IRRIGATION SYSTEM ACREAGE 
CR0PC2(I,T) 
CR0PC4(I,T) 
CR0PC6(I,T) 
CR0PC8(I,T) 
cons(I,T) 
SPC(J,T) 
capi(t) capital constraint 
water(t) water constraint; 
COSTPF(J,I,T).. PCF("CF",I,T) =E= ((0.0014539^(X(T)+11.55)^3)/(.35)) 

•WP("CF",I,T); 
COSTPS(J,I,T).. PCS("LEPA",I,T) =E= ((0.0014539^(X(T)+46.2)^3)/(.35)) 

•WP("LEPA",I,T); 
COSTFU(J,I,T).. C("CF",I,T) =E= PCF("CF",I,T)+ MC("CF")+DP("CF")+LC("CF") 

+ vcd("CF",I,T) + vci("CF",I,T) + HARC("CF",I, T); 
COSTLE(J,I,T).. C("LEPA",I,T) =E= PCS("LEPA",I,T)+ MC("LEPA")+DP("LEPA") 
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+LC("LEPA")+ vcd("LEPA",I,T) + vci("LEPA",I,T) + 
HARC("LEPA",I,T); 

COSTDRY(J,I,T).. C("DRY",I,T) =E= vcd("DRY",I,T) + HARC("DRY",I,T), 
NETREFU(J,I,T).. NETR("CF",I,T) =E= GR("CF",I,T) - C("CF",I,T); 
NETRELE(J,I,T).. NETR("LEPA",I,T) =E= GR("LEPA",I,T) - C("LEPA",I,T); 
NETREDRY(J,I,T).. NETR("DRY",I,T) =E= GR("DRY",I,T) - C("DRY",I,T); 
REVENUN(T).. SUM(J, SUM(I, NETR(J,I,T)^Q(j,i,t)))=E=NR(T); 
PUMPAGE(T).. SUM(I, SUM(J,(Q(J,I,T)^WP(J,I,T))))=E=WT(T); 
MOTION(T+l)..X(T+l)=E=X(T)+(189400/(575743^0.15))^((WT(T)-2.558)/12); 
SAT(T+1).. ST(T+1) =E= ST(T) - (189400/(575743^0.15))^((WT(T)-2.558)/l2); 
GROSS(T).. GPC(T) =E= 85.819^((ST(T)/210)^^2); 
LANC(T).. SUM(I,SUM(J,Q(J,I,T)))=E=1; 
CROPC2("COTTON",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"COTTON",T))=G=0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"C0TT0N",T-1)); 
CROPC4("CORN",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"CORN",T))=G=0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"C0RN",T-1)); 
CR0PC6("S0RGHUM",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"SORGHUM",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"S0RGHUM",T-1)); 
CR0PC8("WHEAT",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"WHEAT",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"WHEAT",T-1)); 
cons("cotton",T)..Sum(J, Q(J,"COTTON",T)) =L= 0.90; 
SPC("CF",T).. SUM(I,Q("CF",I,T)) =G= 0.95^SUM(I,Q("CF",I,T-1)); 
capi(t).. sum(i,sum(j, Q(i,i,t)^C(j,i,t))) =L= 250; 
water(t).. SUM(I, SUM(J,(Q(J,I,T)^WP(J,I,T))))=L=GPC(T); 
inia(I).. sumG, q(j,i,"l"))=E=iac(i)/318701; 
inii(j).. sum(i, q(j,i;'l"))=E= ici(j)/318701; 
FINIR(J).. sum(i, q(j,i,"25"))=E=FCI(J); 
FINA(I).. sumG, q(j,i;'25"))=E= FCA(I); 
OBJL. NPVl =E= SUM(T, DELTA1(T)^NR(T)); 
irrac(T).. SUM(I,Q("DRY",I,T))=G=129301/318701; 
Tocrop(I,T).. SUM(J, Q(J,I,T))=E= CROP(I,T); 
TOIRRI(J,T).. SUM(I,Q(J,I,T))=E= IRRI(J,T); 
IRRCRO(I,T).. CROP(I,T) - Q("DRY", I, T) =E= IRCROP(I,T); 
netr.l(j,i,t)=20; 
Q.l(J,i,T)= 0.001; 
NR.l(T) = SUM(J, SUM(I, NETR.l(J,I,T)^Q.L(j,i,t))); 
X.FX("1")=116; 
ST.FX("1")=71; 

• SUMMARY REPORTS 
• PARAMETER Al(j,t) state of irrg; 
• al("cr,"l") = IRRI("cr,"l"); 
• al("cr,"2") = IRRI("cf ,"2"); 
• al("cr,"3") = IRRI("cr,"3"); 
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DISPLAY TOIRRI("cf',T); 
MODEL OGALLALA /ALL/; 
OPTION LIMROW = 0; 
OPTION LIMCOL = 0; 
OPTION RESLIM = 100000; 
OPTION ITERLIM = 100000; 
SOLVE OGALLALA USING NLP MAXIMIZING NPVl; 
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APPENDIX B 

MODEL FOR SCENARIO B 
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SETS 
I CROPS / COTTON, CORN, SORGHUM, WHEAT/ 
J IRRIGATION SYSTEMS / CF, LEPA, DRY / 
T TIME PERIODS / 1^25/; 

PARAMETER P(I) AVERAGE PRICES OF CROPS 
/ COTTON 0.703 

CORN 2 98 
SORGHUM 0.0498 
WHEAT 4.15 /; 

PARAMETER VCD(J,I,T) variable cost of dryland CROPS exc. harvest 
VCD("CF","COTTON",T) = 104; 
VCD("LEPA","COTTON",T) =104; 
VCD("DRY","COTTON",T)= 104; 
VCD("CF","CORN",T) = 0; 
VCD("LEPA","CORN",T) = 0 ; 
VCD("DRY","CORN",T)= 1000; 
VCD("CF","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("DRY","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("CF","WHEAT",T) = 23; 
VCD("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 23; 
VCD("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 23; 

PARAMETER VCI(J,I,T) added variable cost due to irrg ; 
VCI("CF","COTTON",T) = 22; 
VCI("LEPA","COTTON",T) =22; 
VCI("DRY","COTTON",T) = 0 ; 
VCI("CF","CORN",T)= 161; 
VCI("LEPA","CORN",T)= 161; 
VCI("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
VCI("CF","sorghum",T) = 43; 
VCI("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 43; 
VCI("DRY","sorghum",T) = 0; 
VCI("CF","WHEAT",T) = 52; 
VCI("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 52; 
VCI("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 0; 

PARAMETER lAC(I) INITIAL ACREAGE OF CROP 
/COTTON 272500 
CORN 1567 
SORGHUM 19167 
WHEAT 25467 /; 

PARAMETER ICI(J) INITLVL CONDITION OF IRRIGATION 
/CF 168566 
LEPA 20834 
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DRY 129301/; 
PARAMETER SP(J,T) PERCENT BY SYSTEM 

/ CF.l 0.263 
LEPA.1 0.378 
DRY.l 0.359/; 

PARAMETER IC(J) ESQTIAL COSTS OF SYSTEMS 
/ CF 69.9 

LEPA 280.00 
DRY 0 /; 

PARAMETER L(J) LABOR HOUR REQUIRED PER ACRE 
/CF2.5 

LEPA 0.3 
DRY 0/; 

PARAMETER MC(J) MAESTTENANCE COSTS; 
MC(J) = 0.08^IC(J); 

•DISPLAY MC; 
PARAMETER DP(J) DEPRECIATION; 

DP(J) = 0.05^IC(J); 
•DISPLAY DP; 
PARAMETER LC(J) LABOR COST; 

LC(J) = 5^L(J); 
•DISPLAY LC; 
PARAMETER OL(J,I,T) OUTPUT LEVEL; 

OL("CF","COTTON",T) = 742.35; 
OL("LEPA","COTTON",T) = 742.35; 
OL("DRY","COTTON",T) = 365.33; 
OL("CF","CORN",T) =176.56; 
OL("LEPA","CORN",T)= 176.56; 
OL("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
OL("CF","sorghum",T) =4350.64 ; 
OL("LEPA","sorghum",T) =4350.64 ; 
OL("DRY","sorghum",T) =2374.96; 
OL("CF","WHEAT",T) = 55.96; 
OL("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 55.96; 
OL("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 23.51; 

PARAMETER HC(I) HARVEST COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
/ COTTON 0.07 

CORN .28 
SORGHUM 0.0045 
WHEAT 0.30/; 

PARAMETER DY(I) DRYLAND YIELD 
/COTTON 365.33 

CORN 0 
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SORGHUM 2374.96 
WHEAT 23.51 /; 

PARAMETER HARC(J,I,T) HARVEST COST 
HARC(J,I,T)= ( OL(J,I,T) • HC(I)); 

DISPLAY HARC ; 
PARAMETER WP(J,I,T) water apphed; 

WP("CF","COTTON",T)= 15; 
WP("LEPA","COTTON",T) =10; 
WP("DRY","COTTON",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","CORN",T) = 25; 
WP("LEPA","CORN",T) =17; 
WP("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","sorghum",T) = 15; 
WP("LEPA","sorghum",T)= 10; 
WP("DRY","sorghum",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","wheat",T) = 21; 
WP("LEPA","wheat",T) = 14; 
WP("DRY","wheat",T) = 0; 

PARAMETER GR(J,I,T) gross revenu; 
GR(J,I,T)= P(I)^OL(J,I,T); 

DISPLAY GR; 
•SCALAR AREA LAND AREA OF COUNTY /584752/; 
SCALAR RHOl DISCOUNT RATE /0.02/; 
SCALAR DISCI DISCOUNT ; 

DISCI = 1/(1+RH01); 
PARAMETER DELTAl(T) DISCOUNT FACTOR; 

DELTAl(T) = (DISCl^^(ORD(T)-l)); 
VARIABLES 

Q(J,I,T) PERCENTAGE OF CROP 
ST(T) SATURATED THICKNESS 
X(T) PUMPESfG LIFT 
GPC(T) GROSS PUMPESTG CAPACITY 
PCF(J,I,T) PUMPING COST FURROW 
PCS(J,I,T) PUMPING COST SPRINKLER 
C(J,I,T) TOTAL COST 
NETR(J,I,T) NET RETURN OF EACH PRODUCTION 
NR(T) NET RETURN AT T 
NPVl NET PRESENT VALUEl 
FCI(J) FINAL CONDITION OF LRRG 
FCA(I) YTNAL CONDITION OF CROPS 
CROP(I,T) ACRES OF EACH CROP 

• LPC(J,T) 
IRCROP(I,T) ACRES OF IRRG CROP 
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IRRI(J,T) ACRES OF EACH IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
WT(T) WATER USAGE AT TIME T ; 

POSITIVE VARIABLES 
Q(J,i,T); 

EQUATIONS 
OBJl OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONl 
REVENUN(T) REVENUE FOR TIME T 
COSTPF(J,I,T) IRRG COST FURROW 
COSTPS(J,I,T) IRRG COST SPRINKLER 
COSTFU(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION FURROW 
COSTLE(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION LEPA 
COSTDRY(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION DRY 
NETREFU(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR FURROW 
NETRELE(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR LEPA 
NETREDRY(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR DRY 
MOTION(T) EQUATION OF MOTION 
SAT(T) CHANGE IN SATURATED THICKNESS 
GROSS(T) GROSS PUMPE^G CAPACITY 
PUMPAGE(T) TOTAL WATER AT TIME T 
inia(i) initial condition of crop 
inii(j) initial condkion of irrigation 
IRRCRO(I,T) ACREAGE OF IRRIGATED CROP 
IRRAC(T) IRRIGATED ACRES CONSTRAE^T 
FESfIR(J) FINAL CONDITION OF IRRIGATION 
FES[A(I) FINAL CONDITION OF CROP ACREAGE 
LANC(T) LAND CONSTRAINTS 
TOCROP(I,T) CROP ACREAGE 
TOIRRI(J,T) IRRIGATION SYSTEM ACREAGE 
CR0PC2(I,T) 
CR0PC4(I,T) 
CR0PC6(I,T) 
CR0PC8(I,T) 
cons(I,T) 
SPC(J,T) 
capi(t) capkal constramt 
water(t) water constraint; 
COSTPF(J,I,T).. PCF("CF",I,T) =E= ((0.0014539^(X(T)+11.55)^3)/(.35)) 

•WP("CF",I,T); 
COSTPS(J,I,T).. PCS("LEPA",I,T) =E= ((0.0014539^(X(T)+46.2)^3)/(.35)) 

•WP("LEPA",I,T); 
COSTFU(J,I,T).. C("CF",I,T) =E= PCF("CF",I,T)+ MC("CF")+DP("CF")+LC("CF") 

+ vcd("CF",I,T) + vci("CF",I,T) + HARC("CF",I, T); 
COSTLE(J,I,T).. C("LEPA",I,T) =E= PCS("LEPA",I,T)+ MC("LEPA")+DP("LEPA") 
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+LC("LEPA") 
+ vcd("LEPA",I,T) + vci("LEPA",I,T) + 

HARC("LEPA",I,T), 
COSTDRY(J,I,T).. C("DRY",I,T) =E= vcd("DRY",I,T) + HARC("DRY",I,T); 
NETREFU(J,I,T).. NETR("CF",I,T) =E= GR("CF",I,T) - C("CF",I,T); 
NETRELE(J,I,T).. NETR("LEPA",I,T) =E= GR("LEPA",I,T) - C("LEPA",I,T); 
NETREDRY(J,I,T).. NETR("DRY",I,T) =E= GR("DRY",I,T) - C("DRY",I,T), 
REVENUN(T).. SUM(J, SUM(I,NETR(J,I,T)^Q(j,i,t)))=E=NR(T), 
PUMPAGE(T).. SUM(I, SUM(J,(Q(J,I,T)^WP(J,I,T))))=E=WT(T); 
MOTION(T+l)..X(T+l)=E=X(T)+(189400/(575743^0.15))^((WT(T)-2.558)/12); 
SAT(T+1).. ST(T+1) =E= ST(T) - (189400/(575743^0.15))^((WT(T)-2.558)/12), 
GROSS(T).. GPC(T) =E= 85.819^((ST(T)/210)^^2); 
LANC(T).. SUM(I,SUM(J,Q(J,I,T)))=E= 1; 
CR0PC2("C0TT0N",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"COTTON",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"C0TT0N",T-1)), 
CROPC4("CORN",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"CORN",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"C0RN",T-1)); 
CR0PC6("S0RGHUM",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"SORGHUM",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"S0RGHUM",T-1)), 
CR0PC8("WHEAT",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"WHEAT",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"WHEAT",T-1)); 
cons("cotton",T)..Sum(J, Q(J,"COTTON",T)) =L= 0.90; 
SPC("CF",T).. SUM(I,Q("CF",I,T)) =G= 0.95^SUM(I,Q("CF",I,T-1)); 
capi(t).. sum(i,sum(j, QG,i,t)^C(j,i,t))) =L= 250; 
water(t).. SUM(I, SUM(J,(Q(J,I,T)^WP(J,I,T))))=L=GPC(T); 
inia(I).. sumO, qG,i,"l"))=E=iac(i)/318701; 
inii(j).. sum(i, q(j,i,"l"))=E=ici(j)/318701; 
FINIR(J).. sum(i, qG,i,"25"))=E=FCI(J); 
FE^A(I).. sumG, q(j,i,"25"))=E=FCA(I); 
OBJl.. NPVl =E= SUM(T, DELTA 1(T)^NR(T)); 
irrac(T)..SUM(I,Q("DRY",I,T))=G=129301/318701; 
Tocrop(I,T).. SUM(J, Q(J,I,T))=E= CROP(I,T); 
TOIRRI(J,T).. SUM(I,Q(J,I,T))=E= IRRI(J,T); 
IRRCRO(I,T).. CROP(I,T) - Q("DRY", I, T) =E= IRCROP(I,T); 
netr.l(j,i,t)=20; 
Q.l(J,i,T)= 0.001; 
NR.l(T) = SUM(J, SUM(I, NETR.l(J,I,T)^Q.L(j,i,t))); 
X.FX("1")=116; 
ST.FX("1")=71; 

* SUMMARY REPORTS 
* PARAMETER Al(j,t) state of irrg; 
* al("cf',"l") = IRRI("cr,"l"); 
* al("cf',"2") = IRRI("cr,"2"); 
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• al("cf',"3") = IRRI("cr,"3"); 
• DISPLAY TOIRRI("cr,T); 
MODEL OGALLALA /ALL/; 

OPTION LIMROW = 0; 
OPTION LIMCOL = 0; 
OPTION RESLEVI = 100000; 
OPTION ITERLIM = 100000; 
SOLVE OGALLALA USEvfG NLP MAXIMIZING NPVl; 
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APPENDIX C 

MODEL FOR SCENARIO C 
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SETS 
I CROPS / COTTON, CORN, SORGHUM, WHEAT/ 
J IRRIGATION SYSTEMS / CF, LEPA, DRY / 
T TIME PERIODS / P25/; 

PARAMETER P(I) AVERAGE PRICES OF CROPS 
/ COTTON 0.703 

CORN 2.98 
SORGHUM 0.0498 
WHEAT 4.15 /; 

PARAMETER VCD(J,I,T) variable cost of dryland CROPS exc. harvest; 
VCD("CF","COTTON",T) = 104; 
VCD("LEPA","COTTON",T) =104; 
VCD("DRY","COTTON",T) = 104; 
VCD("CF","CORN",T) = 0; 
VCD("LEPA","CORN",T) = 0 ; 
VCD("DRY","CORN",T) = 1000; 
VCD("CF","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("DRY","sorghum",T) = 53; 
VCD("CF","WHEAT",T) = 23; 
VCD("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 23; 
VCD("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 23; 

PARAMETER VCI(J,I,T) added variable cost due to irrg ; 
VCI("CF","COTTON",T) = 22; 
VCI("LEPA","COTTON",T) =22; 
VCI("DRY","COTTON",T) = 0 ; 
VCI("CF","CORN",T)= 161; 
VCI("LEPA","CORN",T) = 161; 
VCI("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
VCI("CF","sorghum",T) = 43; 
VCI("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 43; 
VCI("DRY","sorghum",T) = 0; 
VCI("CF","WHEAT",T) = 52; 
VCI("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 52; 
VCI("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 0; 

PARAMETER lAC(I) E^TIAL ACREAGE OF CROP 
/COTTON 272500 
CORN 1567 
SORGHUM 19167 
WHEAT 25467 /; 

PARAMETER ICI(J) ESflTIAL CONDITION OF IRRIGATION 
/CF 168566 
LEPA 20834 
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DRY 129301/; 
PARAMETER SP(J,T) PERCENT BY SYSTEM 

/ CF.l 0.263 
LEPA.1 0.378 
DRY.l 0.359/, 

PARAMETER IC(J) E^HTIAL COSTS OF SYSTEMS 
/ CF 69.9 

LEPA 280.00 
DRY 0 /; 

PARAMETER L(J) LABOR HOUR REQUIRED PER ACRE 
/CF2.5 

LEPA 0.3 
DRY 0/; 

PARAMETER MC(J) MAESTTENANCE COSTS; 
MC(J) = 0.08^IC(J); 

•DISPLAY MC; 
PARAMETER DP(J) DEPRECIATION; 

DP(J) = 0.05^IC(J); 
•DISPLAY DP; 
PARAMETER LC(J) LABOR COST; 

LC(J) = 5^L(J); 
•DISPLAY LC; 
PARAMETER OL(J,I,T) OUTPUT LEVEL; 

OL("CF","COTTON",T) = 742.35; 
OL("LEPA","COTTON",T) = 742.35; 
OL("DRY","COTTON",T) = 365.33; 
OL("CF","CORN",T) =176.56; 
OL("LEPA","CORN",T)= 176.56; 
OL("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
OL("CF","sorghum",T) =4350.64 ; 
OL("LEPA","sorghum",T) =4350.64 ; 
OL("DRY","sorghum",T) =2374.96; 
OL("CF","WHEAT",T) = 55.96; 
OL("LEPA","WHEAT",T) = 55.96; 
OL("DRY","WHEAT",T) = 23.51; 

PARAMETER HC(I) HARVEST COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
/ COTTON 0.07 
CORN 28 
SORGHUM 0.0045 
WHEAT 0.30/; 

PARAMETER DY(I) DRYLAND YIELD 
/COTTON 365 33 
CORN 0 
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SORGHUM 2374.96 
WHEAT 23.51/; 

PARAMETER HARC(J,I,T) HARVEST COST ; 
HARC(J,I,T)= ( OL(J,I,T) • HC(I)); 

•DISPLAY HARC ; 
PARAMETER WP(J,I,T) water applied; 

WP("CF","COTTON",T)= 15; 
WP("LEPA","COTTON",T) = 10; 
WP("DRY","COTTON",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","CORN",T) = 25; 
WP("LEPA","CORN",T)= 17; 
WP("DRY","CORN",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","sorghum",T) = 15; 
WP("LEPA","sorghum",T) = 10; 
WP("DRY","sorghum",T) = 0; 
WP("CF","wheat",T) = 21; 
WP("LEPA","wheat",T) = 14; 
WP("DRY","wheat",T) = 0; 

PARAMETER GR(J,I,T) gross revenu; 
GR(J,I,T)= P(I)^OL(J,I,T); 

DISPLAY GR; 
•SCALAR AREA LAND AREA OF COUNTY /584752/; 
SCALAR RHOl DISCOUNT RATE /0.02/; 
SCALAR DISCI DISCOUNT ; 

DISCI = 1/(1+RH01); 
PARAMETER DELTAl(T) DISCOUNT FACTOR ; 

DELTAl(T) = (DISCl^^(ORD(T)-l)); 
VARIABLES 

Q(J,I,T) PERCENTAGE OF CROP 
ST(T) SATURATED THICKNESS 
X(T) PUMPING LIFT 
GPC(T) GROSS PUMPEsfG CAPACITY 
PCF(J,I,T) PUMPmG COST FURROW 
PCS(J,I,T) PUMPING COST SPRESfKLER 
C(J,I,T) TOTAL COST 
NETR(J,I,T) NET RETURN 
NR(T) NET RETURN AT T 
NPVl NET PRESENT VALUEl 
FCI(J) FINAL CONDITION OF IRRG 
FCA(I) FEsfAL CONDITION OF CROPS 
CROP(I,T) ACRES OF EACH CROP 

* LPC(J,T) 
IRCROP(I,T) ACRES OF IRRG CROP 
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IRRI(J,T) ACRES OF EACH IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
WT(T) WATER USAGE AT TIME T 
TOTALW; 

POSITIVE VARIABLES 
Qai,T); 

EQUATIONS 
OBJl OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONl 
REVENUN(T) REVENUE FOR TIME T 
COSTPF(J,I,T) IRRG COST FURROW 
COSTPS(J,I,T) IRRG COST SPRINKLER 
COSTFU(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION FURROW 
COSTLE(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION LEPA 
COSTDRY(J,I,T) TOTAL COST FUNCTION DRY 
NETREFU(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR FURROW 
NETRELE(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR LEPA 
NETREDRY(J,I,T) NET RETURN FOR DRY 
MOTION(T) EQUATION OF MOTION 
SAT(T) CHANGE IN SATURATED THICKNESS 
GROSS(T) GROSS PUMPEsfG CAPACITY 
PUMPAGE(T) TOTAL WATER AT TIME T 
TPUMPAGE TOTAL WATER 
inia(i) initial condition of crop 
inii(j) initial condkion of krigation 
IRRCRO(I,T) ACREAGE OF IRRIGATED CROP 
IRRAC(T) IRRIGATED ACRES CONSTRAE^T 
FrNIR(J) FE^AL CONDITION OF IRRIGATION 
FINA(I) FINAL CONDITION OF CROP ACREAGE 
LANC(T) LAND CONSTRAINTS 
TOCROP(I,T) CROP ACREAGE 
TOIRRI(J,T) IRRIGATION SYSTEM ACREAGE 
CR0PC2(I,T) 
CROPC4(I,T) 
CR0PC6(I,T) 
CR0PC8(I,T) 
cons(I,T) 
SPC(J,T) 
capi(t) capital constraint 
water(t) water constraint; 
COSTPF(J,I,T).. PCF("CF",I,T) =E= ((0.0014539^(X(T)+11.55)^3)/(.35)) 

•WP("CF",I,T); 
COSTPS(J,I,T).. PCS("LEPA",I,T) =E= ((0.0014539^(X(T)+46.2)^3)/(.35)) 

•WP("LEPA",I,T); 
COSTFU(J,I,T).. C("CF",I,T) =E= PCF("CF",I,T)+ MC("CF")+DP("CF")+LC("CF") 
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+ vcd("CF",I,T) + vci("CF",I,T) + HARC("CF",I, T), 
COSTLE(J,I,T).. C("LEPA",I,T) =E= PCS("LEPA",I,T)+ MC("LEPA")+DP("LEPA") 

+LC("LEPA") 
+ vcd("LEPA",I,T) + vci("LEPA",I,T) + 

HARC("LEPA",I,T); 
COSTDRY(J,I,T).. C("DRY",I,T) =E= vcd("DRY",I,T) + HARC("DRY",I,T); 
NETREFU(J,I,T).. NETR("CF",I,T) =E= GR("CF",I,T) - C("CF",I,T); 
NETRELE(J,I,T).. NETR("LEPA",I,T) =E= GR("LEPA",I,T) - C("LEPA",I,T); 
NETREDRY(J,I,T).. NETR("DRY",I,T) =E= GR("DRY",I,T) - C("DRY",I,T); 
REVENUN(T).. SUM(J, SUM(I,NETR(J,I,T)^Q(j,i,t)))=E=NR(T); 
PUMPAGE(T).. SUM(I, SUM(J,(Q(J,I,T)^WP(J,I,T))))=E=WT(T); 
TPUMPAGE..SUM(T, WT(T)) =E= TOTALW; 
MOTION(T+l)..X(T+l)=E=X(T)+(189400/(575743^0.15))^((WT(T)-2.558)/12); 
SAT(T+1).. ST(T+1) =E= ST(T) - (189400/(575743^0.15))^((WT(T)-2.558)/12); 
GROSS(T).. GPC(T) =E= 85.819^((ST(T)/210)^^2); 
LANC(T).. SUM(I,SUM(J,Q(J,I,T)))=E=1; 
CROPC2("COTTON",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"COTTON",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"C0TT0N",T-1)); 
CR0PC4("C0RN",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"CORN",T))=G= 0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"C0RN",T-1)); 
CR0PC6("S0RGHUM",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"SORGHUM",T))=G= 0.85•SUM(J, 
Q(J,"S0RGHUM",T-1)); 
CROPC8("WHEAT",T).. SUM(J, Q(J,"WHEAT",T))=G=0.85^SUM(J, 
Q(J,"WHEAT",T-1)); 
cons("cotton",T)..Sum(J, Q(J,"COTTON",T)) =L= 0.90; 
SPC("CF",T).. SUM(I,Q("CF",I,T)) =G= 0.95^SUM(I,Q("CF",I,T-1)), 
capi(t).. sum(i,sum(j, Q(j,i,t)^C(j,i,t))) =L= 250; 
water(t).. SUMa, SUM(J,(Q(J,I,T)^WP(J,I,T))))=L=GPC(T); 
inia(I).. sumO, qG,i,"l"))=E= iac(i)/318701; 
miiG).. sum(i, q(j,i,"l"))=E=iciG)/318701; 
FES[[R(J).. sum(i, q(j,i,"25"))=E= FCI(J); 
FES[A(I).. sum(j, qG,i,"25"))=E=FCA(I); 
OBJL. NPVl =E= SUM(T, DELTA 1(T)^NR(T)); 
irrac(T).. SUM(I,Q("DRY",I,T))=G=129301/318701; 
Tocrop(I,T).. SUM(J, Q(J,I,T))=E= CROP(I,T); 
TOIRRI(J,T).. SUM(I,Q(J,I,T))=E= IRRI(J,T), 
IRRCRO(I,T).. CROP(I,T) - Q("DRY", I, T) =E= IRCROP(I,T); 
netr.l(j,i,t)=20; 
Q.l(J,i,T)= 0.001; 
NR.l(T) = SUM(J, SUM(I, NETR.l(J,I,T)^Q.LG,i,t))); 
X.FX("1")=116; 
ST.FX("1")=71; 

* SUMMARY REPORTS 
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• PARAMETER Al (j,t) state of irrg ; 
• al("cf',"l") = IRRI("cf',"l"); 
• al("cf',"2") = IRRI("cr,"2"); 
• al("cf',"3") = IRRI("cr,"3"); 
• DISPLAY TOIRRI("cr,T); 

NPV1.FX = 3674.21; 
MODEL OGALLALA /ALL/; 

OPTION LIMROW = 0; 
OPTION LIMCOL = 0; 
OPTION RESLIM = 100000; 
OPTION ITERLIM = 100000; 
SOLVE OGALLALA USING NLP ME^IMIZE TOTALW; 
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